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US President Donald
Trump’s claim that Prime

Minister Narendra Modi had
urged him to mediate with
Pakistan on the Kashmir issue
rocked Indian Parliament on
Tuesday. External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar reiterat-
ed in both the Houses that all
issues with Pakistan can only be
discussed bilaterally, but the
Opposition demanded a reply
from Modi. The Rajya Sabha
saw repeated adjournments,
while the Lok Sabha witnessed
vociferous attack and walkout
by the Opposition.

While hosting visiting
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan, Trump claimed that
Modi had asked him to play a
role of mediator on the
Kashmir issue.

Refuting the US President’s
statement, Jaishankar said in
both the Houses that the Prime
Minister made no such request
about mediating. “I would like
to categorically state that no
such request has been made by
the Prime Minister to the US
President,” he said.

Making the country’s posi-
tion clear, he said it has been the
consistent position of India that
all outstanding issues with
Pakistan can be discussed only
bilaterally. Any engagement
with Pakistan will require end
to cross-border terrorism, he
said, adding Shimla and Lahore

accords provide the basis for res-
olution of all issues bilaterally.

Jaishankar first gave this
categorical denial in the Rajya
Sabha soon after it met for the
day after Congress leader
Anand Sharma raised the issue.
He said Trump stated Modi
had, at the recent G20 meeting
in Osaka in Japan, sought his
mediation on Kashmir.

Sharma said India’s position
has been consistent and clear on
Pakistan and Pakistan-
Occupied Kashmir (POK) and
has always maintained that it
will not accept third party medi-

ation in a purely bilateral issue.
Since Parliament is in ses-

sion and considering that the
comments were made by the
President of the world’s most
powerful nation to the Prime
Minister of another country,
Modi should come to the
House and clarify on the issue,
Sharma demanded. 

CPI leader D Raja wanted
to know if there was any change
in India’s position on third
party mediation on the
Kashmir issue, adding the
denial issued by the External
Affairs Minister on late

Monday night was not enough.
Opposition parties were

not satisfied by Jaishankar’s
statement and insisted the
Prime Minister should come to
the House and clarify. This led
to heated exchanges between
Opposition benches and
Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu,
who adjourned proceedings
for nearly an hour.

He said the issue was of
national importance and con-
cerned security when the
Opposition members including
Congress, AAP, TMC, SP and
Left parties raised a din. Naidu
quipped that the members were
ready to believe a foreign leader
instead of the Indian Minister
and then adjourned the House
till 12 pm at 11.15 am.

Similar scenes were wit-
nessed in the Rajya Sabha
when the House reassembled
with the Opposition members
coming into the Well and rais-
ing slogans demanding Modi’s
clarification.

Deputy Chairman
Harivansh tried to pacify mem-
bers but to no avail. Minister of
Minority Affairs Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi said the demand
for the Prime Minister’s pres-
ence was not justified as the
statement by the External
Affairs Ministry is the collec-
tive responsibility of the
Cabinet. However, the
Opposition continued to raise
an uproar forcing the Chair to
adjourn the proceedings till
after lunch.
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The 14-month-old
C o n g r e s s - J D ( S )

Government in Karnataka
finally fell on Monday ending
more than a fortnight of polit-
ical drama which saw 15 rebel
MLAs camping in Mumbai
and repeated intervention by
the Supreme Court.

The confidence motion
moved by Chief Minister HD
Kumaraswamy was defeated
in the Assembly, with 99 mem-
bers voting for the motion and
105 against it.

After the Congress leaders
failed in their efforts to estab-
lish contact with the rebels
enjoying a cozy retreat in a
plush hotel in Mumbai,
Kumaraswamy had no option
but to end this drama in view
of his mounting criticism for
delaying the vote on the motion
and extending the debate for
well over three days. 

“The motion moved by
the Chief Minister has fallen
through,” Speaker KR Ramesh
Kumar announced.

Kumaraswamy watched
the proceedings sitting in a
pensive mood after a spirited
reply to the debate.

The writing on the wall was
clear ever since the Supreme
Court ruled that rebel law-
makers could not be com-
pelled to attend the proceed-
ings of the House tipping the
scales in favour of the BJP.

The rebel Congress-JD(S)
MLAs camping in Mumbai
will leave for Bengaluru after
BJP leader BS Yeddyurappa is
sworn in as Chief Minister of
the southern State, sources
said. A BJP leader said the
rebels, who have been staying

at a luxury hotel since early this
month are “very happy” after
the JD(S)-Congress coalition
Government lost the trust vote.

The rebels had earlier
denied any BJP role in their res-
ignations and withdrawal of
support to the Government.

Twenty one MLAs —
Congress-JDS (17), BSP (1),

Independents (2) — skipped
the proceedings, reducing the
effective strength of the House
to 204. The magic figure
required was 103.

In his reply, Kumaraswamy
said discussions were on why
he had not resigned and was
sticking to the chair. Sounding
philosophical, he said when the

2018 Assembly polls results
were out, he had plans to quit
politics. “My political entry
itself was all of a sudden and
unexpected,” he said.

Kumaraswamy lashed out
at the BJP for repeatedly trying
to topple his Government and
told the saffron party that its
Government would not last
long and in the event of col-
lapse, it is better to go for elec-
tions. “First bomb will explode
in Ministry formation,” he said.

Asserting that his
Government was not shame-
less, he asked, “What wrong
have we committed. We tried
to create history. 

We have worked honestly
to provide people friendly
Government.”

Accusing the BJP of being
in a hurry, he said, “I am not
going to run away after speech.
Let the people of the State
know why I was removed. I am
not going to run away fearing
numbers. Let the votes be
counted. Chief Minister’s seat
is not a permanent to anyone.”
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Cracking its whip on errant
builders for breaching the

trust reposed by homebuyers,
the Supreme Court on Tuesday
cancelled the registration of
Amrapali Group under the real
estate law RERA, and ousted it
from its prime properties in the
NCR by nixing the land leases.

“The registration of
Amrapali Group of Companies
under RERA shall stand can-
celled... The homebuyers can-
not be made to suffer when we
are governed by law and have
protective machinery. Question
is of will power to extend the
clutches of law to do the need-
ful. We hope and trust that
hope and expectation of home-
buyers are not going to be
belied,” the SC said in its 270-
page judgment.

The apex court also lashed
at bankers for conniving with
the Amrapali Group in siphon-
ing money from projects, leav-
ing thousands of homebuyers
without flats despite paying for
apartments. It pulled up Bank
of Baroda, Syndicate Bank,
Bank of India, and Corporation
Bank for not monitoring the
utilisation of funds advanced by
them to the real estate compa-

ny. “The Authorities and
bankers have violated the doc-
trine of public trust and their
officials, unfortunately, acted in
collusion with builders,” the top
court said.

The verdict, which is first
of its kind, may have far-reach-
ing consequences and impact
across the country on other
realtors like Unitech and
Jaypee, which are facing simi-
lar litigation in the top court

from hassled homebuyers for
not handing over possession of
flats on time despite being
paid the hard earned money of
the homebuyers.  

The apex court, which
directed a probe by the
Enforcement Directorate into
alleged money laundering by
realtors, provided relief to over
42,000 homebuyers of
Amrapali group with the ver-
dict. 

It directed the state-run
National Buildings
Construction Corporation
(NBCC) to complete the stalled
projects of the realtor, whose
directors Anil Kumar 
Sharma, Shiv Priya and Ajay
Kumar are behind bars on the
top court’s order.

“As it (NBCC) is a
Government undertaking,
NBCC has to ensure that DPR
(detailed project report) is pre-

pared reasonably and the work
to be completed as expedi-
tiously as possible,” the apex
court said. 

Emphasising on the “pub-
lic trust doctrine”, a Bench of
Justices Arun Mishra and UU
Lalit said the public authorities
are duty-bound to observe that
the leased property is not “frit-
tered away” along with the
homebuyers’ money.
“Concerned ministry of Central
Government, as well as the
State Government and the
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, are directed to
ensure that appropriate action is
taken against leaseholders con-
cerning such similar projects at
Noida and Greater Noida and
other places in various States,
where projects have not been
completed,” the SC said.

Noting that homebuyers
cannot be left in the lurch, the
Bench directed the Centre and
States to ensure that projects are
completed in a time-bound
manner as contemplated in
RERA and homebuyers are not
defrauded, and ordered the
Noida and Greater Noida
authorities to give completion
certificate to the homebuyers of
Amrapali Group who are already
residing in various projects.
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Boris Johnson on
Tuesday comfortably

won the Conservative
Party’s leadership race to
become the UK’s next
Prime Minister and
vowed to “get Brexit
done” by the October 31
deadline, amid the polit-
ical uncertainty over the
country’s divorce deal
with the European Union that
cost his predecessor her job.

Johnson, the 55-year-old
former Foreign Secretary and
London Mayor, was widely
expected to beat foreign secre-
tary Jeremy Hunt in the battle
for 10 Downing Street, which
was triggered last month when
a Brexit-battered Theresa May
resigned as party chief and
Prime Minister amid a mount-
ing rebellion from within the
Conservative Party.

“We are going to energise
the country. We are going to get
Brexit done on 31 October and
take advantage of all the oppor-
tunities it will bring with a new
spirit of can do,” Johnson said
in the his first speech as the
new Conservative Party leader.

“We are once again going
to believe in ourselves, and like
some slumbering giant we are
going to rise and ping off the
guy ropes of self doubt and
negativity,” he said, in his char-
acteristic ebullient style.

The west London MP from
Uxbridge and Ruislip sought to
strike a unifying note by thank-
ing his predecessor, May, and
his challenger Hunt as a for-
midable opponent whose good
ideas he plans to “steal”.

Johnson said, “No one per-
son or party has the monopoly
of wisdom. 

Time and again it is to us
(Conservative Party) that peo-
ple have turned. I will work flat
out to repay your confidence.
The work begins now.”

������������� 123�4256�

Delhi, adjoining States and
other northern States will

witness heavy rainfall activities
due to reduction in rainfall over
Kerala and Coastal Karnataka
from July 25 to 27. 

According to India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), rainfall activities will be
increased over northern plains
and Central India during this
period. 

Dr Rajendra Jenamani,
Met scientist, said, “Rainfall
activity is very likely to increase
over central India, adjoining
northern parts of peninsular
India and also along the north-
ern plains during 24-27th July
with peak intensity on 25th and
26th July, 2019.” 

Jenamani added, “Hence

fairly widespread to widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy falls
are likely over Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, West Bengal,
Odisha, Uttar Pradesh,
Haryana, Chandigarh and
Delhi, Punjab, Rajasthan,
Maharashtra and Goa during
same period.”
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With the onset of Shravan
(Saawan), many snake

charmers are displaying snakes
outside temples, flouting the
wildlife the law. In a joint
operation by Uttar Pradesh
Wildlife SOS and the Forest
Department, 16 snakes were
seized from the illegal custody
of snake charmers outside three
different temples in Mathura
and Vrindavan. 

It is believed that due to
Lord Shiva’s frequent depiction
with a serpent coiled around
his neck, snake charmers often
display their snakes at gather-
ings during Saawan. According
to initial reports, the rescued
snakes were in bad condition,
especially the cobras as they
were defanged and their venom
glands extracted. 

“During an anti-poaching

raid by the forest department
on Monday, we rescued 16
snakes, including 11 cobras, 3
red sand boas, one rat snake
and a juvenile snake, from the
illegal possession of snake
charmers outside Galteshwar
and Rangeshwar temples in
Mathura and Gopeshwar
Mahadev temple in Vrindavan.
They have been transferred to
the rescue facility,” a Wildlife
SoS official said. 

The member of rescue
team said the most horrifying
sight was that of the rat snake.
“One of the snake charmers
had forcibly pierced a handful
of mongoose hair through its
head to make it look attractive,”
the official said. Divisional
Forest Officer, Mathura,

Mukesh Kumar Sharma, said,
“Using snakes for public
demonstration is a punishable
offence and is banned under to
the Wildlife Protection Act,
1972 and the Government of
India’s notification in 2014.
This is a cruel and inhumane
practice which exploits the
lives of innocent wildlife
species that are protected under
Indian laws.”

Co-founder and CEO of
Wildlife SOS Kartick
Satyanarayan said, “No animal
deserves such barbaric treat-
ment. The truth about snake
charming is nothing short of
horrifying. Venomous snakes
like cobras have their fangs
extracted and their venom
glands are painfully gouged

out or punctured, thus disabling
the snake’s only means of
defence, feeding and digestion. 

“Non-venomous snakes are
not spared either. Their mouths
are stitched making it impos-
sible for them to eat.” 

Director Conservation
Projects, Wildlife SOS, Baiju
Raj MV, said, “The snakes are
starving for months, without
food or water, and will drink
milk or water in a desperate
attempt to alleviate dehydra-
tion, leading to the common
myth that snakes at festivals
will drink milk presented to
them as offerings from devo-
tees. We saw maximum num-
ber of such cases during
Saawan, every year.”

Wildlife Conservation vet-
erinarians are treating reptiles
to determine whether releasing
them back into natural habitat
will be feasible.

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Tuesday extended the
deadline for publication of the
final National Register of
Citizens (NRC) in Assam by a
month to August 31 while
rejecting the pleas seeking per-
mission for 20 per cent sample
re-verification.

The Centre and the Assam
Government had sought per-
mission for sample re-verifica-
tion to find out wrongful inclu-
sions, especially in districts
bordering Bangladesh, and
exclusions of persons in the
NRC which was to be pub-
lished by July 31.

While dismissing the pleas
of the Centre and the State, the
apex court took note of the
report of Assam NRC coordi-
nator Prateek Hajela that in the
course of consideration and
adjudication of the claims, of
those who have been left out in
the draft NRC, re-verification of
27 per cent persons has already
been done. 

The top court, which had
been reiterating that it will not
extend the deadline for publi-
cation of the final NRC, took
note of the report and the rea-
sons for seeking extension put
forth by the Assam NRC coor-
dinator and allowed him to fin-
ish the task by August 31
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As companies and coun-
tries look to extract min-

erals such as cobalt, copper,
manganese and lithium con-
centrated on the ocean floor to
develop faster technologies,
the first animal under the sea
that would be first affected due
to deep-sea mining has been
identified: It’s the slow moving
‘Scaly foot snail’ (Chrysomallon
s q u a m i f e r u m ) . T h e
International Union for
Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) added it to its Red List
of endangered species on July
18.

The Scaly foot snail is
found 2,400-2,900 metres
down in the Indian ocean, an
area where the International
Seabed Authority, has issued 29
exploration leases to companies
for mining besides in vast areas
of the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, covering an area of 1.3
million km2 - five times the

surface area of the UK. 
The ISA is currently devel-

oping regulations to manage
deep sea mining beyond
national boundaries. However,
there are rising concerns about
the potential for widespread
and lasting impacts of deep
seabed mining including the
loss of species such as the
Scaly-foot Snail, said a state-
ment from the IUCN.

The scaly-foot snail is
known from three locations

restricted to hydrothermal
vents on deep-ocean ridges in
the Indian Ocean, at depths of
up to 2,900 metres. 

The researchers say an
assessment under the Red List
of species found on such deep
sea vents would help protect
them from the surging interest
in seafloor mining in the
oceans.

Dr Julia Sigwart, senior
lecturer in marine biology and
associate director at Queen’s

University Belfast’s Marine
Laboratory, said: “The deep sea
is home to thousands of species
and new species are being dis-
covered all the time.

“These deep sea marine
animals like the scaly-foot snail
are out of sight, out of mind,
but they are still threatened by
human activities.”

The companies are keen to
extract large supplies of nick-
el, cobalt and rare earth metals,
important for products such as
electric car batteries, smart-
phones and other technology. 

UP in arms against the
deep sea mining, Greenpeace
has called for an immediate
moratorium on all deep-sea
mining for fear of severe and
irreversible harm it may do to
the oceans. In its report, In
Deep Water, the nongovern-
mental environmental organi-
sation calls for the reprieve and
tighter environmental safe-
guards against the risks of
deep sea mining.
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The CBI has registered a case
against unknown persons

for offences under IT Act and
IPC section relating to cheat-
ing a Gujarat resident who
was duped of Rs 18,999 from
his bank account by a person
claiming to be from the PMO
Insurance Cell. The agency
registered the case following a
reference from the Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO).

The PMO reference to CBI
was sent following an online
complaint from Umeshchandra
Tank who alleged that one
Mathew allegedly claimed to be
from PMO Insurance Cell and
cheated him by fraudulently
transferring the money from
his bank account. 

“Prima facie, this is a case
of impersonation wherein the
name of PMO has been mis-
used for committing financial
fraud,” Assistant Director in
PMO PK Issar said in his let-
ter to the CBI. 

In his online complaint on
PMO public grievance portal,
Tank alleged that Mathew
asked him to furnish his debit
card number and One Time
Password for processing his
complaint against the insurance
company.
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Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh has approved an

increase in the number of
awards given to cadets of
National Cadet Corps (NCC)
from existing 143 to 243 and a
big hike in cash incentives in
various categories, the ministry
said on Tuesday. The total
expenditure incurred will
increase from �1.44 lakh to
�3.44 lakh.

Giving this information
here on Tuesday, officials said
at present NCC cadets are now
entitled to receive two Raksha
Mantri Padaks carrying cash
incentive of �30,000 as against
one Padak of value �20,000 ear-
lier, four Raksha Mantri
Commendations of �20,000
each in place three
Commendations of value
�15,000 each earlier.  

Singh has also approved a
substantial increase in DG’s
commendations from the exist-
ing 102 to 200. Approval has also
been given for nine new Best
Cadet Awards for NCC cadets in
various categories taking the
total number of such awards to
27 and the cash incentive for
each award has also been hiked
substantially. These awards are
granted during Republic Day
Camp in New Delhi.
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The BJP on Tuesday dis-
missed  as “inappropriate”

and “irresponsible” the
Opposition parties’ demand
that Prime Minister  Narendra
Modi make a statement on US
President Donald Trump’s
Kashmir claim and accused
them of putting “politics above
national interest”.  

Senior party leader and
union minister Prakash
Javadekar told reporters that
the row over Trump’s com-
ments that Modi wanted him to
mediate with Pakistan on the
Kashmir issue should have
ended with External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar’s state-
ment in Parliament in which he
“stoutly denied” the US presi-
dent’s claim. 

“The way Congress and
some opposition parties have
protested in Rajya Sabha and
created a disorder just to
demand the prime minister’s
statement is condemnable...
They are putting politics above
national interest,” he said.

This attitude is inappro-
priate and irresponsible, he
said.

Javadekar claimed that
the opposition’s stand shows
that it has been unable to rec-
oncile with the Modi govern-
ment’s big win in the recent Lok
Sabha polls. These parties are
still depressed, he said.
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In what could lead to anoth-
er face off between the

Centre and the Delhi
Government, the Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs
(HUA) on Tuesday said the
Kejriwal dispensation cannot
appoint non-government rep-
resentatives to the Delhi Metro
Board of Directors. The
Ministry has, in the meantime,
circulated a Cabinet note to
regularise 1797 unauthorised
colonies except posh colonies
ahead of the Delhi Assembly
election early next year.  The
Centre is likely to issue an order
to regularise unauthorised
colonies in Delhi within a
month.

Making it clear that the
Centre will not accept repre-
sentation of AAP leaders
Raghav Chadha, Atishi
Marlena  Jasmine Shah and the
party’s Rajya Sabha MP ND
Gupta’s son Naveen Gupta to
the Delhi Metro Board of
Directors, Union Minister
Hardeep Singh Puri said on
Tuesday there is no scope for
non-government official peo-
ple in the Board.  

He cited the case of BJP
leader Madan Lal Khurana,
who had resigned from the
Delhi Metro chairmanship,
after the then chief minister
Sheila Dikshit objected to his
appointment in 2003. Chadha

and Atishi had contested the
Lok Sabha polls from South and
East Delhi seats respectively
earlier this year but they lost.

Taking a dig at Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal,  Puri
said,  “We have now different
situation where Kejriwal is not
suggesting the name of an MP
and he is suggesting names of
two people who lost elections
for MP. The Delhi govern-
ment should adhere to the
conventions and norms and
nominate government officers
on the Board of Delhi Metro as
has been done earlier.”

“I have a situation where
the DMRC board is handled
with great competence by the
serving secretary in the min-
istry. There is no scope for non-
official people in that board,”
Puri added. 

On July 17, the HUA
Ministry had objected to the
nomination of Chadha and
Atishi and two others to the
DMRC board of directors and
asked the AAP government to
withdraw its non-bureaucrat
nominees citing official guide-
lines. According to the guide-
lines issued by the Department
of Public Enterprises, officials
handling the issue concerned
should be appointed as gov-
ernment nominee directors.

In a letter to Delhi Chief
Secretary Vijay Kumar Dev
dated July 17, Additional
Secretary (HUA) K Sanjay

Murthy had said the govern-
ment nominee director bring
not only domain knowledge and
expertise but are also account-
able to various tasks of the com-
pany for ensuring time bound
implementation of the project

On the regularization of
unauthorized colonies, the
HUA minister termed as
“incorrect” Kejriwal’s claim
that the Centre has approved
the Delhi government’s pro-
posal on the issue sent in
November, 2015. Puri said the
Centre has circulated among its
stakeholders, including the
Delhi government, a Cabinet
note based on the report of a
panel headed by the lieutenant
governor for the regularisation
of these colonies and not on the
AAP dispensation’s proposal.

In the next seven to 10
days, the ministry will get
comments as sought from
stakeholders and then it will get
approval from the Union cab-
inet, he said.

As per the proposal, the
colonies would be categorised
depending on the land they
have come up on - government
land, agricultural or gram sabha
land. The regularisation fee
would vary as per ownership. 

This is not the first time an
effort has been initiated to
empower residents of unau-
thorised colonies on Delhi. In
1993, 567 of 607 such colonies
were regularised.
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The Government on Tuesday
initiated debate on the

Unlawful Activities (Prevention)
Amendment Bill, 2019 envis-
aging strengthening of National
Investigation Agency (NIA) and
empowering of  its chief to seize
the properties related to the
probe on terrorism. Moving
the Bill, MoS Home Kishan
Reddy said, “This Government
was working against terrorism
with zero tolerance.”

The Bill seeks to allow an
individual suspected to have
terror links to be designated as
a ‘terrorist’. In order to put a
check on terrorism, he said, “we
have given a free hand to the
security forces” and added that
in the north eastern states in the
last five years there has been a
decline in the insurgency relat-
ed incidents. Due to the sus-
tained effort of the government,
the minister said, the situation
has improved in the left-wing
extremism affected states.  The

Bill amends the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967.

He also said the number of
terrorist incidents in hinterland
during last decade as compared
to the previous decade has

reduced by 70% from 71 to 21
and the number of terrorist
incidents in Jammu & Kashmir
has reduced by 86% i.e. 23,290
to 3187.

Under the Act, an investi-

gating officer is required to
obtain the prior approval of the
Director General of Police to
seize properties that may be
connected with terrorism. The
Bill adds that if the investiga-
tion is conducted by an officer
of the National Investigation
Agency (NIA), the approval of
the Director General of NIA
would be required for seizure
of such property.

Under the Act, investiga-
tion of cases may be conduct-
ed by officers of the rank of

Deputy Superintendent or
Assistant Commissioner of
Police or above. The Bill addi-
tionally empowers the officers
of the NIA, of the rank of
Inspector or above, to investi-
gate cases. 

Opposing the proposed
amendments, Manish Tewari
(Congress) said in this country
false propaganda is being
spread that the law was solution
to all the problems. The solu-
tion to the problems, he said,
was through political initiatives

and not strict laws. 
Meenakshi Lekhi (BJP)

spoke in favour saying the
amendment bill is dedicated to
the people who have sacrificed
their lives defending the sov-
ereignity and integrity of the
nation. Moreover, she added,
most of the provisions in the
amendment bill were of the
technical nature and aimed at
removing technical glitches.
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah  is expected to reply on
Wednesday.
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Former Chief Ministers of
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh

Lalu Prasad and Akhilesh
Yadav respectively are no
longer in the Central List of
VIP protectees after the Union
Home Ministry reviewed a list
of 130 protectees and decided
to withdraw or scale down the
security cover of many politi-
cians, media personalities and
bureaucrats. 

Akhilesh was secured by
the elite National Security
Guards, while Lalu was a Z cat-

egory protectee. Among other
prominent personalities
removed from the Central List
include Z+ protectee and BSP
Rajya Sabha MP Satish
Chandra Mishra and Z cate-
gory protectees like former
minister in the Modi
Government Rajiv Pratap
Rudy, former CRPF DG and
advisor to Jammu and Kashmir
Government K Vijay Kumar
besides UP Government
Minister Suresh Rana. These
protectees were being secured
by the CRPF. 

Others removed from the
Central List include Vice
Chancellor of Manipur
University Adya Prasad
Pandey, former Congress MP
and MLA Avtar Singh
Bhadana, Deputy CM of Uttar
Pradesh Dinesh Sharma,
Jitendra Swami (son of former
MP, Bihar, Umashankar Singh,
Punjab MLA Rana Gurmeet
Singh Sodhi , former MP from
Bihar Sabir Ali, Editor-in-Chief

of Samachar Plus Umesh
Kumar, Publisher  of Ananda
Bazar Patrika, Kolkata Aveek
Sarkar, former MP from Bihar
Uday Singh and MP from
Bihar Veena Devi who were
getting security cover from the
CRPF.

Security cover of Punjab
Kesari Editor AK Minha has
been downgraded from Z+ to
Z and CRPF cover has been
withdrawn. Earlier, he was
availing all-India security cover
from CRPF except in Delhi.
Former Jharkhand CM Babulal
Marandi will now get Z cate-

gory protection Jharkhand only
instead of the earlier Z+ cate-
gory cover from CRPF. 

BJP MLA from Uttar
Pradesh Sangeet Som’s cover
has also been downgraded
from Z category to Y and lim-
ited only to Uttar Pradesh
instead of the earlier protection
in the States of Uttarakhand,
Delhi, Haryana and Punjab
besides UP. 

LJP MP Chirag Paswan’s
cover has been downgraded
from Z category to Y type and
his CRPF cover has also been
removed. IG Nalin Prabhat

will get ‘Z’ cover in Andhra
Pradesh, Chandigarh and
Punjab only. Likewise, protec-
tion of former MP Rajesh
Ranjan alias Pappu Yadav and
Lok Sabha MP Sachidanadhari
Sakshi has been downgraded
from Z to Y and their CRPF
cover has also been removed.
Former CRPF DG Prakash
Mishra’s CRPF security cover
has been removed but has
been retained in the ‘X’ cate-
gory Central list. 

Sources said the ‘Z’ cover
of former BJP members Kirti
Azad and Shatrughan Sinha,

newly- appointed Himachal
Pradesh Governor Kalraj
Mishra, former Lok Sabha
Speaker Meira Kumar, two
granddaughters and a grand-
son of former President Pranab
Mukherjee, daughter and
grandson of former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh has
been taken off from the central
list or has been removed. These
VIPs were being secured by the
armed commandos of para-
military forces like the CISF
and the Delhi Police.

Others whose security has
been withdrawn include Uttar

Pradesh minister Brajesh
Pathak, BJP politician Anupam
Hazra, ISRO Chairman K
Sivan, former scientific advis-
er R Chidambaram and
Congress leader Deependra
Hooda. 

BJP Rajya Sabha MP O P
Mathur, Achrya Pramod
Krishnam, who unsuccessful-
ly contested from the Lucknow
Parliamentary constituency on
a Congress ticket,  RSS leader
Indresh Kumar,  former BJP
MP Udit Raj; and sitting BJP
MP from Etawah Ram Shankar
Katheria have also been taken
off from the protection list of
central security forces.    

The cover of Congress MP
from Punjab, Pratap Singh
Bajwa, space scientist T K Alex
and few others have also been
taken off the Central list. 

The protection category of
Abhijeet Mukherjee, MP son of
former President Pranab
Mukherjee, Congress leaders
Anand Sharma, Raj Babbar,

Digvijay Singh, A K Antony,
Manish Tewari, Loktantrik
Janata Dal Party leader Sharad
Yadav, CPI (M) leader Sitaram
Yechury, former Prime
Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee’s
foster daughter Namita Kaul
Bhattacharya and former BJP
leader Yashwant Sinha has also
been downgraded.  

Former Congress MP
Ravneet Singh Bittu, former
Punjab minister Bikram Singh
Majithia, NIA Inspector
General G P Singh, Madhya
Pradesh CM Kamal Nath and
Additional Sessions Judge in
Delhi O P Saini are among oth-
ers whose security cover has
been downgraded. 

Some of those who have
been removed from the Central
list will be provided security by
the police units of various State
governments, officials said.

The Home Ministry has
sought compliance of security
category by the Central para-
military forces by Thursday.
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The Congress on
Tuesday sought

explanation from
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi over
US President
Donald Trump’s
claim that the Indian leader
asked him to mediate on the
matter. 

While Congress president
Rahul Gandhi asserted that a
“weak” foreign ministry denial
wouldn’t do and PM Modi
must tell the nation what tran-
spired in the meeting between
him and the US president,
UPA Chairperson Sonia
Gandhi said her party would
demand an immediate expla-
nation from Prime Minister.
“You will see it in the
Parliament. We will raise the
issue and Congress is doing
now also,” Sonia said in her first
reaction outside the Parliament
before the House started its
proceedings. 

“President Trump says PM
Modi asked him to mediate
between India and Pakistan on
Kashmir! If true, PM Modi has
betrayed India’s interests &
1972 Shimla Agreement,” said
Rahul Gandhi in a tweet mes-
sage.

Though the Congress wel-
comed the government’s reit-
eration of India’s “no third

party involvement”
stand on the
Kashmir issue but
asked why Modi
was “mum” over
Trump’s claim.
Ministry of External
Affairs has rejected
Trump’s remarks,

made during his meeting with
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan, that Modi had asked him
to mediate in resolving the
Kashmir issue with Pakistan. 

Reacting to the MEA’s
assertion, Congress’ chief
spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said reiteration of
the time tested line on “no
mediation on Kashmir” is wel-
come. The US president’s
remarks “relate to a meeting
between him and PM Modi,
wherein our PM had asked
him to mediate”, he said in a
tweet.

“Why is PM ‘mum’ on
what transpired between the
two heads of states, more so
when it affects our sovereign-
ty?” Surjewala asked.

Congress along with other
opposition parties on Monday
night demanded a clarification
from Modi on whether there
has been a shift in India’s posi-
tion of no third party involve-
ment in the Kashmir issue
after Trump offered to mediate
between India and Pakistan on
the matter.
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Players of wheelchair rugby called on Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Tuesday evening. The CM congratulated the
differently-abled players for clinching bronze medal for the state in national sports event.  Pioneer Photo

STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR

Arousing welcome was
accorded to newly

appointed Governor of
Tripura Ramesh Bais on his
arrival to state capital from
New Delhi.   

He reached Swami
Vivekanand Airport on
Tuesday afternoon.  BJP
legislator Brijmohan
Agrawal, former speaker of
Chhattisgarh State Assembly
and senior BJP leader
Gaurishankar Agrawal,
former minister Rajesh
Munat, former MLA
Shrichand Sundarani,
District BJP president Rajiv
Agrawal were present in the

airport to welcome Bais.
Speaking to media per-

sons, Bais said he will make
every possible effort to match
the expectations of senior
party leaders who assigned
him an important task. “I will
also work for  betterment of
Tripura and will make effort
in this   direction”, he said.

Traditional welcome was
accorded to him by folk band
and folk artistes who
performed their art at the
airport premises. Notable,
the seven times Member of
Parliament was denied ticket
during this Lok Sabha
elections as nomination of all
the sitting MPs of the state
was denied keeping in view
the anti incumbency factor.

Ramesh Bais accorded rousing
welcome on his arrival to capital

STAFF REPORTER n BILASPUR

Under the corporate social
responsibility of NTPC

Limited's Sipat Super Thermal
Power Station, waterproof school
bags and umbrellas were distrib-
uted among the children of vil-
lage Sukhripali, Janji and Gatora
U.P. school in association with
women's welfare wing Sangwari
Mahila Samiti on Monday.

All together 254 school bags
and umbrellas were distributed
among the students by president
Sangwari Mahila Samiti, Kamala
Padmakumar and other officials
of Mahila Samiti.

Speaking to the children,
Padmakumar advised the
students to focus on their study

which is most important at this
stage of their life. She also
advised the students to dream
and try to achieve it by their hard

labour and strong determination.
The distribution intended to

curb absenteeism among
students during the rainy season.

Principal and school staff
expressed their gratitude for this
noble gesture of NTPC and
Sangwari Mahila Samiti, the

NTPC- Sipat said in a statement.   
Similar programme for the

distribution of school bags and
umbrellas among students of
upper primary schools of
Nawadih and Sipat was held on
July 19 where 381 students get
these items. So far in this mon-
soon season, 635 school bags and
umbrellas have been distributed
to the students of nearby schools.

Apart from these activities,
NTPC-Sipat has built school
building in the all associate
villages and provided furniture,
green boards. Reverse osmosis
treatment based drinking water
facility has been provided at
Govt High School of village
Rank, Janji and Gatora.

NTPC-Sipat distributes school
bags, umbrellas among students

STAFF REPORTER n SUKMA

ANaxal, carrying a reward of
`1 lakh on his head, was

killed in an encounter with secu-
rity forces in the insurgency-hit
Sukma district on Tuesday morn-
ing, police said.    

The skirmish took place in a
forest near Birabhatti village,
located around 500 km from the
state capital Raipur, when a
District Reserve Guard team was
out on a counter- insurgency
exercise, Deputy Inspector
General (anti-Naxal operations)
Sundarraj P informed.  

The security personnel were
advancing through the forest
when Naxals started firing at
them, leading to the gun battle
between the two sides, he said.

The Naxals soon fled the spot
and escaped into the dense forest,
the official said.  

After the exchange of fire
stopped the body of a rebel and
two country-made guns were
recovered from the spot, he said.

The killed Naxal was identi-
fied as Madkam Hidma, secretary
of the rural party committee of
Maoists in the area, the DIG said,
adding that he was carrying a
reward of `1 lakh on his head.

Search operation was still
underway in the area, he added.

Hardcore Naxal
killed in Sukma

STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR

Members of Chhattisgarh
Police team, who

recently attended All India
Police Duty Meet, on
Tuesday paid courtesy call
on Director General of
Police (DGP) DM Awasthi at
Police Headquarters, Nava
Raipur and presented him
the memento and letter
received from his Uttar
Pradesh counterpart.

Awasthi encouraged the
members of Chhattisgarh
police team to participate in
police meet competitions to
be held in near future. He
gave them necessary
guidance and motivated

them to give excellent
performance.

It is noteworthy that
62nd All India Police Duty
Meet was organized in
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
from July 16 to July 20.
Teams from all the states and
Union Territories of the
country along with Central
Police Union participated in
various competitions organ-
ized under this meet.

Under the leadership of
MN Pandey, Director CID,
Chhattisgarh Police Team
gave excellent performance
in categories such as 'scien-
tific aids to investigation',
photography, videography,
computer awareness, and
secured sixth rank.

Chhattisgarh police team
pays courtesy call on DGP

CM’s Jan Chaupal
to be held today

RAIPUR: Jan Chaupal, Bhent-
Mulaqat, will be organised at
Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel’s
residence on Wednesday.
During this chaupal doors of
Chief Minister’s residence will
be opened for visitors. He will
give patient hearing to the visi-
tors on public grievances and
will also receive suggestions and
feedback of public welfare
schemes. Jan Chaupal will
commence from 11am.

Elderly woman
killed by wild
elephant
JASHPUR: A 60-year-old
woman was killed in an attack
by a wild elephant in Jashpur
district, a forest official said
here on Tuesday.

Etwari Bai was attacked by
the pachyderm in forest near
Kharijhariya village on
Monday evening when she was
gathering mushrooms, said
Krishna Kumar Jadhav,
Divisional Forest Officer
(Jashpur).

This is the sixth such inci-
dent in the area in the last 45
days, according to the official.

The kin of the deceased
were given immediate relief of
Rs 25,000, he said.      

In a separate incident on
Monday night, an elephant
which was separated from its
herd, reached Jashpur town
and damaged boundary walls
of some houses in Police Line
area, the DFO said, adding that
it also destroyed hutments near
bus stand.

STAFF REPORTER n
RAIPUR

State Congress on
Monday alleged that

the BJP which had in
the past acted as a guar-
anteer for chit fund
companies was now try-
ing to shield them as
Bhupesh Baghel-led
Congress government
was acting tough on
them.  

PCC Spokesperson
Dhananjay Singh
Thakur in a statement
alleged that BJP was
putting spanner on the
stern actions been taken
against chit fund com-
panies. “Actually, during

the BJP rule the party
leaders acted as a guar-
anteer of the fraudster
companies, he accused.

The chit fund com-
panies, which were

inaugurated by senior
BJP leaders, duped
innocent state populace
and fled with their hard-
earned crores of rupees,
he further charged.

“It was the former
Raman Singh govern-
ment during whose
regime the chit fund
companies mush-
roomed and walked
away after committing
scams”, he said

Thakur further
questioned why BJP
national president Amit
Shah and state BJP
President Vikram
Usendi not taking
actions on accused BJP
leaders.

BJP shielding chit fund
fraudsters: Congress

STAFF REPORTER n RAIPUR

Minister for public health, family
welfare and medical education

T.S. Singhdeo on Tuesday reviewed
the state of affairs in the Medical
College Hospital Raipur (MECA-
HARA).

In the review meeting held here
at his official residence in civil lines,
Singhdeo took details of availability
of doctors, staff, equipment, techni-
cians, nursing staff and other
resources. He reviewed the depart-
ment wise works and also sought
details of number of beds in each
department, number of OPD
patients per day, arrangements at
super specialty hospital and also

financial details such as budget and
income-expenditure.

On this occasion, he instructed
for better management of available
resources and administrative con-
trol. He also instructed to affiliate
Kalibadi hospital for maternity
patients and Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar
Hospital for pediatric treatments. By
doing so, these hospitals will also get
the services of expert doctors, he
said.

Secretary, Health Niharika Barik
Singh, Commissioner Health
Services, Bhuvanesh Yadav, Director
Health, Dr S.L. Adile and Dean,
Medical College, Dr Abha Singh
were present in the review meeting.

Singhdeo reviews health
facilities in MECAHARA

STAFF REPORTER n RAIPUR

The union Minister of state for
tribal affairs Renuka Singh on

Tuesday demanded judicial
inquiry into alleged  suicide of a
tribal youth in police custody.

A tribal youth, Pankaj Bek,
who was detained by Ambikapur
police for questioning in connec-
tion with Rs 13 lakh theft case,
went out of the police facility
where he was detained in the
pretext of attending nature’s call.
His body was later found hanging
from window of a nearby private
hospital.   

“The cyber cell of Ambikapur
police has a toilet facility. So the
police’s claim that the suspect went
out of the complex to attend
nature’s call creates suspicion,”
Renuka Singh said in a press
statement.

The union minister, who
represents Surguja Lok Sabha seat,
alleged that there were serious

injury marks on victim’s body
which suggest that cops had
thrashed the tribal youth to death
and later hanged the body to
portray it as a suicide case.

Police is now trying to
hush-up the case as pressure were
being mounted from victim’s
family members and BJP party
workers, she claimed.

“I demand judicial inquiry
into the case and registering of
cases against police officers
responsible for Pankaj’s death.
Also, Pankaj’s family members
should get sufficient
compensation along with
government jobs,” she said.

Notably, five police persons --
- a Thana in-charge, two Sub
Inspectors and two Constables--
were suspended over the death of
the youth during interrogation.
BJP youth wing members on
Monday had staged a chakka jam
with the body of the accused  on
Ambikapur-Banaras highway.

Renuka Singh demands
judicial inquiry over alleged
suicide of tribal youth

The skirmish took place
in a forest near

Birabhatti village,
located around 500 km
from the state capital

Raipur, when a District
Reserve Guard team
was out on a counter-
insurgency exercise,

Deputy Inspector
General (anti-Naxal

operations) Sundarraj P
informed

STAFF REPORTER n
KORBA

The lone tusker, who was
responsible for over 20

human deaths and severe
damages caused to house and
farms, was successfully cap-
tured by forest department on
Tuesday.

“Ganesh (wild elephant)
was tranquilized and capture
by a team of forest depart-
ment officials and scientist
from Wildlife Institute of
India (WII). Three Kumki
elephants that were brought
from Karnataka were also
used for the first time in the
capture,” Principal Chief
Conservator of Forest Atul

Shukla told The Pioneer.  
It was a challenging and

difficult mission for the team to
find the wild elephant in dense
forest area where it is really
hard to locate a single elephant
hiding behind vegetation, the
PCCF said while adding, “I
congratulate the team on suc-
cess of the mission.”

On what would happen to

the captured elephant, he
informed that based on
physical condition, overall
nature and after evaluating
the threats it poses to human
lives and property in the
region, it could be kept in
captivity at elephant rescue
center in Tamor Pingla
sanctuary or could be
released in the jungle.

Rouge wild elephant
captured in Korba

“Ganesh (wild elephant) was tranquilized and
capture by a team of forest department officials
and scientist from Wildlife Institute of India
(WII). Three Kumki elephants that were brought
from Karnataka were also used for the first
time in the capture”
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Gujarat Education Minister
Bhupendrasinh Manubha

Chudasama on Tuesday said
the 182 metres world’s tallest
statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel, to be dedicated to the
nation by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on October 31
will inspire the youth about the
contribution of Iron Man in
unity of India.

“We had envisaged con-
struction of the Statue of Unity
in 2013. At that time, many
people had doubted us… But
the construction work began in
2014 and now, the world’s
tallest statue will be dedicated
to the people of the country on
the 142nd birth anniversary of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel,” said
Chudasama.

Chudasama led high-level
State delegation to Haryana on
Tuesday to invite people for the
unveiling ceremony of Statue of
Unity in Gujarat on October
31. The delegation comprised
of Member of Parliament, Lal
Singh Vadodiya, MLAs name-
ly Babu Bhai Patel, Manisha
Ben and Ratan Singh Rathore,
IAS Sunaina Tomar and IPS
Ajay Tomar.

Haryana Education
Minister Ram Bilas Sharma
and Agriculture and Farmers’
Welfare Minister, OP Dhankar
were also present on the occa-
sion. He added after the inau-
guration of statue by the Prime
Minister, it would be open for
other guests from November 1
onwards.

Apart from this, advertise-
ment have also been released
abroad for inviting the foreign
tourists to visit the Statue of
Unity. The world’s tallest stat-
ue will also be a main tourist

attraction now, he said.
A Shrestha Bharat

Complex has been set up near
the Statue of Unity which will
house Bhavans of different
States. Gujarat Chief Minister
Vijay Rupani had sent a writ-
ten communication to Chief
Ministers of all States for set-
ting up their respective bha-
vans, to which Haryana and
Uttar Pradesh have already
consented, he said.

Chudasama added the
Statue of Unity has been con-
structed at a cost of about Rs
2,332 crore and about 15,000
tourists from country and
abroad are likely to visit the
statue everyday.

It will also have museum,
exhibition and research centre.
The research centres would
facilitate the scholars to do
research work on life of great
personalities like Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel, Mahatma
Gandhi and Dr BR Ambedkar. 

Chudasama also appreci-
ated the efforts made by the
then national president of BJPs
Kisan Morcha and Haryana
Agriculture and Farmers’
Welfare Minister, OP Dhankar
in collecting iron and soil for
the statue from different parts
of the country.

When asked whether the
Chief Ministers heading
Congress-led Governments or
affiliated to other political par-
ties are invited for the October
31 ceremony, the Minister said
that the Gujarat Chief Minister
has written to all  Chief
Ministers and invited them to
attend the ceremony.
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Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on

Tuesday paved way for his visit
to Israel next week, with the
confidence that it would open
new vistas of growth and coop-
eration in key areas of 
mutual interest, particularly
the agriculture, horticulture
and dairy sectors. 

The Chief Minister, accom-
panied by a high-level delega-
tion, is scheduled to leave for
his five-day visit to Israel on
October 21. 

At a meeting with Charge
de’ Affairs of Israeli Embassy
Maya Kadosh, the Chief
Minister also hoped to share
Israel’s expertise in the field of
internal security to further
strengthen the State’s defence
preparedness. 

Seeking to position Punjab
as the most favoured invest-
ment destination among for-
eign investors, Capt 
Amarinder said that his
Government was keen to tap
the technological advance-
ments on offer by Israel. 

India and Israel share glo-
rious historical ties which
should be fully harnessed
through mutual cooperation to
ensure overall growth and pros-
perity for both sides, said Capt
Amarinder. 

The visiting delegate
apprised the Chief Minister of
the elaborate arrangements
being made to make his visit
result-oriented, and said that
entrepreneurs, especially from
the defence segment, were
keenly awaiting the visit. 

The Chief Minister said he
looked forward to signing the
two MoUs in the field of agri-
culture and water conservation,
as these would propel the State
Government’s efforts towards
making farming more viable for
the agricultural community.

“I am keen to adopt Israeli
know-how to boost the dairy 

sector and also wanted to
visit the Israeli orchards and
nurseries to secure first-hand
knowledge of the technological
advancements in hybrid pro-
duction of plants,” he told the
delegates.

Capt Amarinder sought
Israeli assistance in improving
the quality of citrus fruits as
Punjab was the leading pro-
ducer of Kinnow and wanted to
go for mass plantation of sweet
oranges, which finds a remu-
nerative market in the multi-
national companies. He also
discussed cooperation in live-
stock development with the vis-
iting delegate.

The Chief Minister further
evinced keen interest in tapping
Israel’s state-of-the-art tech-
nology and expertise in intel-
ligence and homeland securi-
ty in order to boost Punjab’s
security apparatus.
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Providing monetary relief to
the citizens, Punjab Local

Bodies Department has, in
principle, decided to put a cap
on the fees, charged by the
architects, for drawing up a
building plan.

The decision was taken
after the Department received
the complaints regarding the
huge amount to be paid to the
architects for uploading the
drawing of building plans
online, said the state Local
Bodies Minister Brahm
Mohindra on Tuesday after
holding a high level meeting to
review progress on the project
of e-Naksha.

Mohindra said that the
motive of the launch of e-
Naksha plan was to enhance
Government’s capacity and
strengthen institutional capac-
ity to deliver sustainable access
to effective services for the
urban poor.

He said that e-naksha plan
was launched on January 15,
2019, and with this, automate
building plan approval process
was started in 165 urban local
bodies (ULBs) and 27
Improvement Trust providing
one-stop platform for all archi-
tects or citizen to submit draw-
ings or documents for building
plan approval process.

Total 13,500 cases have
been successfully entered in
online system and more than
7,700 plans are cleared, he
said.

The Minister said that
though this project was run-
ning very successfully, “there
are certain objections raised by
the citizens, and the major
one is regarding the architects
who are demanding huge fees
for drawing up their building
plan”.The Minister also
instructed the officers to take
feedback and suggestions from
the general public on the e-
naksha project the State.
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Himachal government is
contemplating to start

multi-dimensional, multi-sen-
sory, multi-media light shows
in few strategic locations of the
State to provide an added
attraction to the locals as well
as tourists, Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur said on Tuesday.

The Chief Minister said
that the virtual cultural hub
with assistance of multi-media
lights would create a viable
and sustainable model for cul-
tural enterprises with latest
media-entertainment tech-
nology.

He said efforts would also
be made to showcase myths
and legends of the Himalayan
region with giant size images
projected directly on to the
mountain landscape. This
would be a mesmerizing for the
tourists as it would appear that
mountains have come alive
and were speaking to the view-
ers, he added.

Thakur was speaking dur-
ing the presentation made by
acclaimed actor, producer and
media entrepreneur Deepa
Sahi, here. She is also chair-
person of Mayanagri World
One, a heritage tourism theme
park initiative currently devel-
oping Govindgarh fort in
Punjab as high tech cultural

hub.
The chief minister said

that the epic show created
through computer generated
imagery, digital visual effects,
live shooting, paintings and
laser light and sound would
create a gigantic and impressive
show. 

He said that the tourists
would be provided 7-D
thrilling adventure sports expe-
riences through stereoscopic 3
D project through hydraulically
moving platform.

Thakur said that nature
park at Mohal near Kullu,
Baragah near Manali and
Reporting Room Shimla etc. are
few places where such shows
could be organized. 

He said that the state gov-
ernment could also consider
taking up the matter with Union
Human Resources
Development Ministry for
allowing Indian Institute of
Advanced Studies, Shimla for
organising these activities.
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Swaraj India, which is con-
testing the upcoming

Haryana assembly election on
all the 90 seats, released its first
list of 10 candidates here on
Tuesday. 

The party’s national presi-
dent Yogendra Yadav said that
one-third seats have been given
to women and another one-
third to youths and all candi-
dates have clean image and no
corruption and criminal
record.

Yadav said that some of the
issues the party will focus on
during election are "agrarian
distress, remunerative prices to
the farmers, unemployment
relief for educated unemployed
youth, improvement in law
and order situation among
others.”

He alleged that BJP has
failed to address important

issues like unemployment,
agrarian distress, remunera-
tive prices to farmers accord-
ing to Swaminathan
Commission, improvement in
law and order situations among
others. “As of now, there are no
opposition parties in Haryana
as their leaders are fighting
themselves. At the same time,
I am not here to form the gov-
ernment in the state but to
secure as many as seats to sit in
the opposition and raise peo-
ple’s issue in the assembly,” he
said.

Swaraj India President said
that his party candidates are self
made activists with a vision to
bring change and not a single
candidate is related to any
established political lineage,
no one has become a candidate
because of money or muscle
power. Most of the candidates
declared by Swaraj India have
been associated with the anti-

corruption Lokpal movement,
the farmers' association of the
state or the struggles of social
justice.

Yadav said that Joginder
Singh Tur, the well known
lawyer of the Punjab and
Haryana High Court has
accepted to be the Lokpal of
Haryana for the candidate
selection process of Swaraj
India. If any person has any
complaint regarding any can-
didate on issues of corruption,
character abuse, criminal or
communal, he will be probed
by the Lokpal. He will also be
mandated to oversee that can-
didates don't take to wrongdo-
ing like money or liquor dur-
ing election, he said, adding any
decision in this regard from the
Lokpal will be final and valid
for the party. Tur is not a
member of Swaraj India, and is
known for his independent
nature.
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Rainfall deficit in Jharkhand
has sparked a political row

with the opposition parties
slamming the Government
over its alleged apathy towards
farmers at a time of crisis.
Jharkhand is set to go to polls
by the end of this year, and the
near-drought situation is like-
ly to develop into an election
agenda, political gurus said on
Tuesday.

“Given the current cir-
cumstances, farmers’ distress
can become a major election
agenda in the near future,”
said V P Sharan, former
Professor of Political Sciences
in Ranchi University.

Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) and Congress party
have been pressing the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) led
Government here to declare the
entire State drought-affected
this year – a demand that was
turned down during the last
monsoon. “Even last year, we
wanted the Government to
declare all the 24 districts
drought-affected, but it only
declared 18 districts drought-
hit. The centre had sanctioned
around Rs.373 crore for the
drought-hit farmers last year
and the amount has yet not
been utilized by the
Government,” said Lal Kishore

Nath Shahdeo, Spokesperson,
Jharkhand Pradesh Congress
Committee (JPCC).

JMM and Congress legis-
lators staged a protest outside
the Vidhan Sabha on Monday
demanding a declaration of
drought across the State. The
declaration, they said, would
reduce the financial burden on
farmers at a time when the rain
gods have refused to oblige
Jharkhand. “We will stick to
our stand. The State has to

declare all the 24 districts
drought-affected with imme-
diate effect. They cannot play
with the lives of farmers,” said
Tanuj Khatri, Spokesperson of
JMM.

BJP’s Spokesperson Pratul
Shahdeo, however, defended
the Government, claiming that
it was too early to take any call
on the situation of rainfall.
“The BJP is extremely sensitive
towards the issues of farmers
and cultivation. The opposition

should stop playing petty pol-
itics. Our Government will
take proactive steps at the right
time,” he said.

In 2018, the State declared
18 of 24 districts drought-
affected. As many as 93 blocks
were declared severely affect-
ed, while 36 were told to be
moderately affected. As per
weather experts, seven districts
–Koderma, Bokaro, Chatra,
Deoghar, Garhwa, Khunti,
Pakur—recorded rain deficit

of 40 per cent and above dur-
ing monsoon in 2018.
Koderma and Pakur districts
received 55 per cent less rains
than its normal monsoon
quota. The delayed onset of
monsoon caused a rain deficit
of at least 33 per cent last year
in June, which disturbed the
sowing process.

According to the latest fig-
ures provided by the
Directorate of Agriculture, the
paddy sowing process this year
is yet to begin in at least 10 of
24 districts here. According to
the data, at least 14 districts in
the State have witnessed a rain
deficit of around 40 per cent
this year so far, which is adding
insult to the injuries of farmers,
many of who are yet to recov-
er from the jolts of last year’s
drought.  The Department of
Agriculture here, however, is
hoping for heavy rains during
the remaining days of mon-
soon. Officials from the
Department have said that they
will pitch in with assistance if
the condition does not improve
by August 15. Meanwhile,
Scientists from the
Meteorological Centre in
Ranchi on Tuesday said that
Jharkhand is likely to witness
heavy rainfall July 25 onwards
due to formation of a low pres-
sure system in the Bay of
Bengal. 
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Haryana Chief Secretary,
Keshni Anand Arora on

Tuesday said the State should
make its mark in trade fairs and
preparations should be done in
a planned and meticulous
manner at large scale.

Presiding over 30th
Governing Body meeting of
Trade Fair Authority of Haryana
to discuss the preparations of
the India International Trade
Fair, starting from November 14
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi,
she directed officials of the
Authority to increase their activ-
ities, prepare calendars of activ-
ities and directed them to co-
ordinate with the Industries
Department as per the need of
the market and participate in
international fairs with complete
planning and preparation in
order to encourage export of
products of the state. 

She also directed to explore
the possibility of further orga-
nizing other fairs in the state to
encourage the small, micro and
medium enterprises of Haryana
and to promote the products
prepared by self-help groups.

Arora said that the
Haryana pavilion in India
International Trade Fair should
be made attractive with more
creativity. The preparations of
the Fair should be done in
coordination with other
departments concerned a time-
bound manner. Apart from
the international fairs being
organised through Indian
Business Promotion
Organization (ITPO), discus-
sion was also held in the meet-
ing regarding participation of
Trade Fair Authority of
Haryana in Aajeevika Mela to
be held at Pragati Maidan in
February/March, 2020 and
Aahar Mela to be held at
Pragati Maidan in March 2020.

In the meeting, the pro-
posal for budget of Rs. 2.64
crore for the year 2019-20 was
also approved. It was informed
in the meeting that the theme
of the Indian International
Trade Fair-2019, which starts
on November 14, 2019, will be
'Ease of Doing Business'.
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Boris Johnson on Tuesday
comfortably won the

Conservative Party’s leader-
ship race to become the UK’s
next Prime Minister and vowed
to “get Brexit done” by the
October 31 deadline, amid the
political uncertainty over the
country’s divorce deal with the
European Union that cost his
predecessor her job.

Johnson, the 55-year-old
former foreign secretary and
London Mayor, was widely
expected to beat foreign secre-
tary Jeremy Hunt in the battle
for 10 Downing Street, which
was triggered last month when
a Brexit-battered Theresa May
resigned as party chief and
prime minister amid a mount-
ing rebellion from within the
Conservative Party.

“We are going to energise
the country. We are going to get
Brexit done on 31 October and
take advantage of all the oppor-
tunities it will bring with a new
spirit of can do,” Johnson said
in the his first speech as the
new Conservative Party leader.

“We are once again going
to believe in ourselves, and like
some slumbering giant we are
going to rise and ping off the
guy ropes of self doubt and
negativity,” he said, in his char-
acteristic ebullient style. 

The west London MP from
Uxbridge and Ruislip sought to
strike a unifying note by thank-
ing his predecessor, May, and
his challenger Hunt as a for-
midable opponent whose good
ideas he plans to “steal”.

Addressing the Tory party
members at the Queen
Elizabeth II Centre in London,
near the Houses of Parliament,

soon after the results were
declared, Johnson said: “No
one person or party has the
monopoly of wisdom. Time
and again it is to us
(Conservative Party) that peo-
ple have turned.

“At this pivotal point in his-
tory... I know that we will do it.
The mantra is deliver Brexit,
unite the country and defeat
(Labour leader) Jeremy
Corbyn. “I will work flat out to
repay your confidence. The
work begins now.”

The co-chair of the Tory
party’s 1922 Committee Cheryl
Gillan MP  declared that
Johnson won 92,153 votes
compared to 46,656 polled for
Hunt by a voting base of
159,320 Tory membership,
with 509 rejected ballots.

The poll turnout was
pegged at 87.4 per cent, with
Johnson racing ahead with a
vote of nearly two to one.
Hunt said he was “very disap-
pointed”, but Johnson would do
“a great job”. He said he had
“total, unshakeable confidence
in our country” and that was a
valuable quality at such a chal-
lenging time.

The EU Commission’s
Brexit negotiator, Michel
Barnier, said he was looking
forward to working with
Johnson “to facilitate the rati-
fication of the withdrawal
agreement and achieve an
orderly Brexit”. Johnson has
previously said the agreement
May reached with the 28-
member EU was “dead”. The
flambouyant politician is
expected to spend some time
finalising his key Cabinet and
ministerial posts.

A number of Brexiteers,
including Indian-origin MPs

Priti Patel and Rishi Sunak —
both supporters of Johnson, 
are expected to be part of his
new team.

“With Boris Johnson lead-
ing the Conservative Party and
as Prime Minister, the UK, will
have a leader who believes in
Britain, will implement a new
vision for the future of the
country and a roadmap to
move forward and thrive as a
self-governing nation that re-
establishes our ties with our
friends and allies around the
world such as India,” said Patel.

Many Cabinet ministers,
including Chancellor Philip
Hammond and justice secre-
tary David Gauke, have already
said they would step down
rather than serve under
Johnson as Prime Minister
with his “do or die” pledge over
the Brexit deadline.

Foreign Office minister
Alan Duncan became one of
the first to step down in oppo-
sition of Johnson’s Brexit strat-
egy even before the results
were declared. Another minis-
ter, Anne Milton in the educa-
tion department, also resigned
ahead of the result.

Johnson’s colourful per-
sonal life has also been under
some scrutiny during the
month-long leadership con-
test, with speculation rife in the
UK media on whether his girl-
friend Carrie Symonds is like-
ly to join him as partner at 10
Downing Street.

May, who chaired her last
Cabinet meeting on Tuesday,
will address her final Prime
Minister’s Questions in the
House of Commons on
Wednesday and then be driven
to Buckingham Palace to meet
the Queen.
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Iran said on Tuesday it will
attend an urgent meeting

with countries still party to the
troubled nuclear deal, as it
declared itself the “guardian of
security” in the Gulf amid a
tanker crisis.

The planned July 28 meet-
ing is aimed at salvaging the
hard-won deal, on life-sup-
port since the US withdrew
from it last year and reimposed
biting sanctions against Iran.

Amid rising hostilities with
the United States, Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards on
Friday seized a tanker sailing
under the flag of US ally
Britain. State television aired
new footage of the crew aboard
the Stena Impero which Iran
has impounded at its port of
Bandar Abbas for allegedly
breaking “international mar-
itime rules”.

In the video, the crew of 18
Indians, three Russians, a
Latvian and a Filipino are seen
sitting around a table and
seemingly going about their
daily routines. The seizure of
the Swedish-owned vessel has
been seen as a tit-for-tat move

after British authorities
detained an Iranian tanker on
July 4 in the Mediterranean on
suspicion it was shipping oil to
Syria in breach of EU sanctions.

“Throughout history, Iran
has been and will be the main
guardian of security and free
navigation” in the Gulf, President
Hassan Rouhani said late on
Monday. “There is still no ade-
quate and lasting stability and
security in the region,” he added,
emphasising Tehran was not
seeking to stoke tensions. The
head of Iran’s navy said in an
interview published Tuesday
that Iran closely observes “all
enemy ships” going through the
Gulf using drones. “We observe
all enemy ships, especially
America’s, point-by-point from
their origin until the moment
they enter the region,” Rear
Admiral Hossein Khanzadi said,
quoted by YJC news agency.

“We have complete images
and a large archive of the daily
and moment-by-moment
movements of coalition forces
and America.” Iran’s civil
defence chief Gholam Reza
Jalali said the seizure of the
UK-flagged tanker marked the
“end to British rule in seas.”

London: Boris Johnson will
enter Downing Street as British
PM for the first time on
Wednesday amid speculation
over whether his far younger
girlfriend, Carrie Symonds, will
accompany him. Twice-married
Johnson, 55 — declared the
Conservative Party’s new leader
on Tuesday and now set to be
confirmed as premier by Queen
Elizabeth II — is dating the
party’s 31-year-old former direc-
tor of communications.

The two have been public,
but largely discreet, couple since
serial philanderer split last year
from his wife of 26 years. In the
run-up to Johnson’s takeover,
British newspapers have been
rife with rumours over Symonds’
future role as the nation’s “first
girlfriend” and whether she will
also live at his 10 Downing Street
headquarters. AFP

Tehran: Iran warned Britain’s
next PM Boris Johnson on
Tuesday that it will “protect”
waters of the oil-rich Gulf, amid
a standoff between the two
countries over the seizure of
tankers. In the face of rising hos-
tilities with the United States,
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps on Friday
impounded a tanker sailing
under the flag of US ally Britain.

The seizure of the Stena
Impero ship has been seen as
a tit-for-tat move after British
authorities detained an Iranian
tanker on July 4 in the
Mediterranean on suspicion it
was shipping oil to Syria in
breach of EU sanctions.

“Iran does not seek con-
frontation. But we have 1500
miles of Persian Gulf coastline.
These are our waters & we will
protect them.” Iran’s top diplo-
mat warned Britain AFP
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With debates on triple talaq an
ongoing process, the Shah
Bano case resurfaces time
and again not only in
Parliament but even in the

media. Recently, during an interview with a
news portal, a former Union Minister
described the Shah Bano case as being relat-
ed to triple talaq. Although the latter did sur-
face during the parliamentary debate on the
Shah Bano case, it was not an issue and the
judgement did not say a word on triple talaq.
The core issue in the said case was related to
the provision of “maintenance” by a Muslim
husband after he divorced his wife.  Being a
witness to this debate in the Lok Sabha,  I was
prompted to write on this subject.

Mohammad Ahmad, a resident of Indore,
Madhya Pradesh, divorced his 62-year-old
wife, Shah Bano, in 1978. The case was final-
ly heard by the Supreme Court in April 1985.
The court ruled that under Section 125 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC), a
divorced Muslim woman was entitled to
receive maintenance from her husband. The
court also observed that Section 125 overrides
the personal law. The court, while referring
to interpretation of Verses (Aiyats) 241 and
242 of the Quran, contended that “there is an
obligation on Muslim husbands to provide for
their divorced wives.” The court observed that:
“It is also a matter of regret that Article 44 of
our Constitution has remained a dead letter.”
It provides that: “The State shall endeavour
to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code
throughout the territory of India....” (Mohd
Ahmad Khan vs Shah Bano Begum, 1985). On
May 10, 1985, GM Banatwala, the then
Member of Parliament from the Muslim
League, moved the Code of Criminal
Procedure Bill for amendment of Section 125
and 127. Speaking on the Bill, Banatwala
argued that “under Islamic law, a husband is
bound to maintain a divorced wife only dur-
ing the period of Iddat, which is nearly three
months and not thereafter.”

Arif Mohammad Khan of the Congress
and the then Union Minister supported the
Supreme Court judgement. A few weeks later
there was a wave of protest in States such as
Kolkata, Patna, Mumbai, Delhi, Kanpur and
Hyderabad among others. “One must admit”,
conceded Asghar Ali Engineer, a social
activist and the then director of the Institute
of Islamic Studies, that this “agitation is the
biggest ever launched by Muslims in post-
independent India” and that “another paral-
lel is impossible to find.” 

A 19-member delegation of the All
India Muslim Personal Law Board (AIMPLB),
led by former president Maulana Abul Hasan
Ali Hasani Nadwi, met the then Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi and handed over a
memorandum stating: “The Muslim commu-
nity regards this judgment of the Supreme
Court as a clear interference with the Shariat
(Muslim personal law) and their freedom of
religion and conscience contained in the
Articles 25, 26 and 29 of the
Constitution…The Supreme Court in its

judgement has misinterpreted
two isolated verses of the Quran,
quoted by it out of context, and
has ignored other verses …”

Ziaur Rahman Ansari, the
then Union Minister of State for
Environment, during his three-
hour speech (delivered in two
parts) in the Lok Sabha, lambast-
ed the court’s judgment and
described it as prejudice, discrim-
inatory and full of contradictions.
He wondered how there is going
to be a complete national integra-
tion by merely changing the
Muslim personal law.

After Rahman’s interven-
tion, no one from the Congress
opposed his views in Parliament
despite the persistent Opposition
from its MPs, who were in sup-
port of the judgement. Tahir
Mahmood, then a teaching fac-
ulty at the Delhi University
observed: “The provision of
modern Hindu law that a Hindu
wife, who ‘ceases to be Hindu’ (by
conversion to Islam or
Christianity) cannot claim main-
tenance from her Hindu husband
(Hindu Adoption and
Maintenance Act 1956, Section
18 read with Section 24) is too
progressive to earn any criticism.
But the rule of Muslim law that
a wife, who has been subjected by
her husband to the indignity of
divorce, need not look to him for
maintenance beyond a certain
limit must earn strictures in foul
language.” Is this, indeed logical?

On the contrary, Shailendra
Nath Ghosh, in an article (April
5, 1986) claimed: “While Egypt,
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Libya, Qatar,
Indonesia, Sudan, Tunisia,
Jordan, Syria, Yemen and even
Pakistan have made new mar-
riage, divorce and compensation
laws, Indian Muslims persist in

defending practices…” He won-
dered if the prevailing practices
are just the opposite of the teach-
ings of the Quran and Hadith.

Prof Mahmood, an author-
ity on Islamic law, who was also
quoted in the Shah Bano case
judgement, asserts: “If anybody
has said that a Muslim woman in
any of the Islamic countries can
seek maintenance from her for-
mer husband after the expiry of
the period of iddat with or with-
out the help of the court, it is
absolutely baseless.” (Sunday
Observer, March 9, 1986).

Ahmad Hasan, quoting an
expert opinion from the
Ministry of Justice of the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), contends
that, “...living allowance given to
a woman after divorce extends
up to three months. This has
been an accepted fact all
through the Islamic history. All
well-known schools of Islamic
law are unanimous on this”
(March 9, 1986). Another
researcher, Nadia Barakat from
the Ministry of Justice, UAE,
known for her contribution to
“family laws”,
maintains:...[A]ccording to
jurists, the Quranic injunction
‘Tasreeh bin Ahsan’ did provide
for a compensation amount.
(However) it was left to the
Muslim judge....to rule how
much compensation should be
payable to a woman who,  in the
opinion of the judge, does not
have any means to support her-
self. This, of course, did not
apply to a divorced woman
who had relatives capable of
supporting her (March 9, 1986).

After a great deal of consul-
tation with the Muslim intellec-
tuals, academia, the Muslim
Personal Law Board (MPLB)

members, particularly Maulana
Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi, then
president of MPLB as also
Muslim MPs, Rajiv Gandhi
decided to introduce the
Muslim Women (Protection of
Rights on Divorce) Bill. It
intended to exclude the former
husband of a divorced Muslim
woman from the liability of
maintaining her beyond the
three months of iddat and
instead said that it should be
maintained by her father or
brother. It excluded the Muslim
women from Section 125 and
127 of the CrPC to ensure that
the apex court judgment on
Shah Bano case did not apply to
them. Amid strong resentment
from a section of members
from the then ruling Congress
as well as Opposition parties, the
Muslim Women (Protection of
Rights on Marriage) Bill was
introduced in the Lok Sabha on
May 5, 1986. 

While Arif Mohammad
Khan resigned from the Council
of Ministers in protest against the
introduction of the Bill, several
heads rolled to check the dissi-
dence in the Congress. Justice VR
Krishna Iyer, retired judge of the
Supreme Court, in a letter dated
February 29, 1986, to Rajiv
Gandhi wrote: “The Bill is a sin
against the Quran. Many Islamic
scholars hold that the Quranic
command to husbands to pay
upkeep expenses to a divorcee
beyond iddat is clear.” 

The outpouring sympathy
shown by non-Muslims for
Muslim women was seen with
scepticism and suspicion rather
than appreciation. There were
claims by many that the Supreme
Court judgement in the Shah
Bano case will enhance secular-

ism and national integration in
the country. Asghar Ali Engineer
argued that the Shah Bano case
had adversely affected the Hindu-
Muslim relations besides causing
harm to secularism. Justice VR
Krishna Iyer, in a letter dated
February 28, 1986, to Prime
Minister wrote, “The best gift for
national integration and incendi-
ary communalism is the anti-sec-
ular, anti-Shah Bano
Amendment Bill now under
way. Please desist.”

Mahmood argued: “There
are maintenance provisions also
in the Hindu law enactments
(1955-56), Hindu Adoption and
Maintenance Act (1956). The
CrPC has not repealed them.
Nobody has ever regarded the
maintenance law under the
Hindu law statues as un-
Constitutional. How can, then, a
codified Muslim law on mainte-
nance be called un-
Constitutional? Similarly, if spe-
cial laws applicable to Hindus do
not make them ‘separatists’, how
can a special law enacted for the
Muslims make the Muslims ‘sep-
aratists?’”

Pondering on the issue of
national integration and citing
examples of some of the past
Acts, Rajshekar, an eminent jour-
nalist, questioned the rationale for
adhering to religious identity.
When the Hindu Marriage Act
was passed in 1955 and the
Hindu Succession Act in 1956;
there was already an Indian
Succession Act. If the intention
then was for Common Civil
Code, they could have straight
away called the Hindu Marriage
Act as the “Indian” Marriage Act
and the “Indian” Succession Act
with suitable amendments if
necessary. This would have taken
care of all Indians. Still, they
passed the Hindu Marriage Act
and the Hindu Succession Act
exclusively for themselves. Where
was their sense of “national inte-
gration” at that time? 

Describing the merits and
shortfalls of the Muslim Women
Act, Prof Mahmood wrote: “The
Muslim Women Act … does not
leave divorced Muslim women in
a ‘total state of vagrancy’ or to ‘beg
from door to door’, as is claimed
by some of its critics. … Under
the 1986 Act, a Muslim divorced
woman can be awarded by the
criminal courts �50,000 (or five
lakh or more, there being no
statutory ceiling) — as a lump
sum or payable in installments —
never to be re-opened in a civil
court.” Yet, it is believed, said and
propagated that the Act has
“taken away” from Muslim
women all that the CrPC had
“given” them along with other
women and has left them to
“beg” from “door to door.” 

(The writer is author of Wings
of Destiny: Ziaur Rahman 
Ansari-A Life)
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “India on the Moon” (July 23).
It is often said, “do not ask for the
moon”, meaning, one should not
make requests or demands that
are perceived to be extraordinary,
unreasonable or difficult to
accede. With India on the moon,
thanks to the  successful launch
of Chandrayaan-2,  we can sure-
ly ask for the moon. The launch
has proved that nothing is impos-
sible. Every single person, who
worked for the mission, deserves
praise. 

VS Jayaraman
Chennai
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Sir — This refers to the report,
“Sheila Dikshit: A requiem” (July
21) by Chandan Mitra. In the
passing away of Sheila Dikshit,
we have lost a person with rare
acumen and ability, who trans-
formed the capital into a vibrant
and modern city. Her contribu-
tion to the  development of
Delhi was immense and she
can rightly be called the archi-
tect of modern Delhi. 

Further, she also transformed
the public transport system. The
many expressways, flyovers, roads
and elegant roundabouts that
were built during the time when
she served as three-time  Chief
Minister of Delhi have led to has-
sle-free access to public transport. 

Although, the staging of the
Commonwealth Games in Delhi
during her tenure was marked by

some controversies, she will be
remembered as one of the best
performing Chief Ministers that
the country had. 

The fact that scores of people
turned up to pay homage to her
indicates that she will be remem-
bered as an affectionate and a
humble person. 

Devendra Khurana
Bhopal
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Sir — This refers to the report,
“Sheila Dikshit: A requiem” (July
21) by Chandan Mitra. Senior
Congress leader and three-term
Chief Minister of Delhi Sheila
Dikshit can be called a “trans-
former” of Delhi. It used to be a
full-fledged Union Territory till

1991 and even today has multi-
ple power centres, but she was
able to manage Delhi much bet-
ter than many others who held
power before she took over the
reins in 1998. 

Gujarat used to be touted as
the best governed State under
Narendra Modi, but unlike Delhi,
the State did not face the problem
of people migrating in large num-
bers. Unlike other homogenous
States, Delhi has became the res-
idence of people from all across
the country and she did struggle
to handle the law and order as the
Delhi Police continued to be
under the Central Government. 

Later, many unsubstantiated
allegations of corruption against
her over the 2010
Commonwealth Games spoilt
her clean image. She was lucky
as during her term, she had the
support of the then Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
and then Manmohan Singh,
unlike the present Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal, who
continues to face hostilities from
the powers that be. 

N Nagarajan 
Secunderabad
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In India, start-ups are growing at an astound-
ing rate with a record fund raising of $3.9 bil-
lion for the first six months of 2019. Last year,

they clocked more than 100 per cent growth with
funding doubling from $2 billion to $4.2 billion,
from 2017 to 2018, according to NASSCOM.
The country is on its way to becoming a start-
up hub with more than 1,200 new businesses
coming into existence in 2018, including eight
unicorns, thus taking the total number to 7,200
start-ups last year. When compared to the first
six months, investments this year across 292
deals saw a 44.4 per cent jump from the $2.7 bil-
lion received by domestic start-ups in the first
half of 2018, according to Venture Intelligence. 

Private funding through private markets like
equity, venture capital and angel investing, is the
reason for this phenomenal growth of start-ups
in India. In the past, private firms often went
public when their need for capital exceeded what
investors could provide. However, in the last
decade, firms have found a good alternative in
private markets. This because of two reasons.
First, drawn by the potential of high returns,
more investors have entered the space, thus cre-
ating an influx of available capital. This has in
turn altered the trajectory of private companies
because they are no longer forced to raise cap-
ital on public markets. Second, as more investors
pour money into private markets, it has now
become easier for new private companies to get
funding needed for growth. As a result, there has
been a sharp influx in the number of Venture
capital (VC)-backed startups and PE-backed
companies in recent years. In other words, as
more money flows into this space and as more
firms stay within, private markets will contin-
ue to grow in value and opportunity.

Even though the private funding market is
booming, it is not easy for start-ups to raise
funds. They require several things — capital,
strategic assistance and introduction to poten-
tial customers, partners and employees among
other things. Entrepreneurs will be better pre-
pared to obtain funding if among other things,
they understand the basic difference between
distinctive type of private funding available. VC
is the finance that investors provide to start-up
companies and small businesses. These are
believed to have long-term growth potential and
can be provided at different stages of the com-
panies evolution. VC generally comes from well-
off investors, investment banks and any other
financial institutions. However, it does not
always take a monetary form; it can also be pro-
vided in the form of technical or managerial
expertise. It is basically a subset of Private Equity
(PE), which focusses on emerging firms seek-
ing substantial funds for the first time. PE tends
to fund larger and more established firms that
seek an equity infusion or a chance for compa-
ny founders to transfer some of their ownership
stakes. Apart from the stage of investment, PE
firms make investments in a few companies only
and provide funds to matured firms that have
a good record while VC firms make their invest-
ments in a large number of small companies,
who may not necessarily have the desired track
record. 

Third, PE investment can be made in any
industry as opposed to VC in which investment
is made in high growth potential industries like
energy conservation, biomedical, quality upgra-
dation, information technology and so on.

Fourth, the risk profile in VC is comparatively
higher than PE. Lastly, the use of funds is dif-
ferent in both cases. In PE, funds are utilised in
financial or operational restructuring of the
vendee company. On the other hand, VC funds
are utilised in streamlining business operations
by way of developing and launching new prod-
ucts or services.

While the roots of PE can be traced back to
the 19th century, the birth place of VC was in
the US. It developed as an industry only after
the Second World War. Georges Doriot, Harvard
Business School professor, is generally consid-
ered to be the “Father of VC”, who raised $3.5
million fund to invest in firms that commer-
cialised technologies developed during WWII.
ARDC’s first investment was in a company that
had ambitions to use X-ray technology for can-
cer treatment. The $200,000 that Doriot invest-
ed turned into $1.8 million when the firm went
public in 1955. In a VC deal, large ownership
chunks of a firm are created and sold to a few
investors through independent partnerships that
are established by VC firms. Sometimes these
partnerships consist of a pool of several simi-
lar enterprises. 

Another important way of raising funds,
particularly for small business and companies
in emerging industries, is through angel
investors, which is typically a diverse group of
individuals, who have amassed their wealth
through a variety of sources. However, they tend
to be entrepreneurs themselves or executives
recently retired from the business empires built
by them. Self-made investors providing VC typ-
ically share several key characteristics. The
majority look to invest in companies that are
well-managed, have a fully-developed business
plan and are poised for substantial growth. These
investors are also likely to offer to fund ventures
that are involved in the same or similar indus-
tries or business sectors with which they are

familiar. If they haven’t actually worked in that
field, they might have had academic training in
it. Another common occurrence among angel
investors is co-investing where one angel
investor funds a venture alongside a trusted
friend or associate, often another angel investor.

Although angel investors and venture cap-
italists have a number of similarities like cater-
ing to innovative start-up businesses, there are
also a number of differences between them. First,
an angel investor works alone. Venture capital-
ists are part of a company. Angels are rich, often
influential individuals, who choose to invest in
high-potential companies in exchange for an
equity stake. Given that they are investing their
own money and there is always an inherent risk,
it’s highly unlikely that an angel will invest in a
business owner who isn’t willing to give away a
part of their company. Venture capital firms, on
the other hand, comprise a group of profession-
al investors. Their capital comes from individ-
uals, corporations, pension funds and founda-
tions. These investors are known as limited part-
ners. General partners, on the other hand, are
those, who work closely with founders or
entrepreneurs; they are responsible for manag-
ing the fund and ensuring that the company is
developing in a healthy way. 

Second, they invest different amounts.
While angel investing is relatively limited in its
financial capacity, this mode of investing can’t
always finance the full capital requirements of
a business. Venture capitalists, on the other hand,
can raise large amounts of fund.

Third, they have different responsibilities
and motivations. Angel investors are primari-
ly there to offer financial support. While they
might provide advice if asked for or introduce
to important contacts, they are not obliged to
do so. Their level of involvement depends on the
wishes of the company and the angel’s own incli-
nations. A venture capitalist looks for a strong

product or service that holds strong competi-
tive advantage, a talented management team and
a wide potential market. Once venture capital-
ists are convinced and have invested, it is then
their role to help build successful companies,
which is where they add real value. Among other
areas, a venture capitalist will help establish a
strategy and recruit senior management. He/she
will be on hand to advise and act as a sound-
ing board for CEOs. This is all with the aim of
helping a company make more money and
become more successful.

Fourth, angel investors only park funds in
early-stage companies. They specialise in early-
stage businesses, funding the late-stage techni-
cal development and early market entry. The
funds an angel investor provides can make all
the difference when it comes to getting a com-
pany up and running. Venture capitalists, on the
other hand, invest in early-stage companies and
more developed firms, depending on the focus
of the venture capital firm. If a start-up shows
compelling promise and a lot of growth poten-
tial, a venture capitalist will be keen to invest. 

A venture capitalist will also be eager to
invest in a business with a proven track record
that can demonstrate it has what it takes to suc-
ceed. The venture capitalist then offers funding
to allow for rapid development and growth.
Lastly, they differ in due diligence. Venture cap-
italists focus more on due diligence. These are
some of the differences between PE, venture cap-
ital and angel investors and the decision of which
to approach is personal. To improve the odds
of securing investment and appealing to an
investor, a start-up company should take the
time and consideration to create a detailed, com-
pelling pitch. With sufficient luck, it can end up
with the financial and entrepreneurial support
to skyrocket its business.

(The writer is Assistant Professor at Amity
University)
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Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra took the
lead last week by visiting Uttar

Pradesh’s Sonbhadra district, where
allegedly 10 tribals were gunned down
by the village headman over a land dis-
pute. While other Opposition parties
like the Samajwadi Party (SP) and the
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) were
caught napping, Priyanka went ahead
with her gamble even as the police
stopped her. She responded by saying
that she was visiting the village only to
commiserate with the affected families.
Thereafter, she spent a night at the
Mirzapur State guesthouse, refusing to
furnish a bail bond. 

Senior Congress leader Digvijaya
Singh compared her visit to Indira

Gandhi’s Belchi visit and tweeted,
“Aap ka ye kadam Indiraji ki Belchi
yatra ki yaad dilatha hai.  Priyankaji aap
sankarsh kare ham sab aap ke saath hai.”
He was referring to Indira Gandhi’s big
political moment after her defeat in
1977 when she visited Belchi village in
Bihar where there was a Dalit massacre.
She even rode an elephant to reach the
village. Priyanka made similar efforts
by refusing to return without meeting
the affected families and remained in
the front-page news for at least two
days. 

Priyanka’s visit has created some
cheer in the local Congress as her cam-
paign earlier had lost sheen when she
could not even get her brother Rahul
Gandhi elected from the family pock-
et borough Amethi. The ‘Brahmastra’,
as the party touted her, had misfired.
She was lying low until now. But
Priyanka has now snatched the first
political opportunity with her own
Belchi moment. Blaming Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, she
held that the shooting was the latest sign
of deteriorating law and order in the
State.

Priyanka’s visit was part of her

Uttar Pradesh strategy. Her goal is the
2022 Assembly polls. Now that she has
been made the general secretary in
charge of the entire State, she is
addressing the important issue of how
to build up the party. The Congress’
impact on past elections for decades —
barring 2009 — has been largely mar-
ginal. Her tweets and her statements
targetted against Chief Minister
Adityanath are meant to achieve this
goal. 

At another level, after futile efforts
to make Rahul Gandhi withdraw his
resignation, the Congress is readying
itself for a post-Gandhi phase. With no

takers outside the family, will the
party choose Priyanka to take the place
of her brother? For this, she needs the
support of the old guard but seniors are
upset at the way Priyanka reacted to the
2019 electoral defeat in the Congress
Working Committee (CWC) meeting
on May 25, where she blamed those in
that room for the defeat. According to
insiders, Priyanka said, Congress “ke
hathyare” are sitting in this room. 

This is why there has been a muted
response from the old guard. Also,
Congress leaders have not pushed her
name openly as Rahul Gandhi had said
that the party should find someone out-

side the Nehru-Gandhi family for the
position. But now, a lobby for Priyanka
led by Congress leaders Sriprakash
Jaiswal and Bhakta Charan Das has
demanded that she be made the next
party president. 

While the party is dilly-dallying
about Rahul’s successor, insiders say
that the problem appears to be that
there’s no consensus within the Gandhi
family itself. Priyanka is not averse to
taking over the party though Sonia
Gandhi would like to persuade her son
to withdraw his resignation. Moreover,
it is not clear what the family will
decide.

If chosen as party president, will
Priyanka be able to deliver at a time
when there is large-scale erosion? This
is a difficult time as the party is total-
ly demoralised after the humiliating
defeat in the 2019 Lok Sabha election.
There is no organisation or second-
rung leaders. There is no strategy. She
has to spell out what the Congress
stands for today. She has to find a new
team and also placate the old guard,
who are weary of her. 

Elections to States like
Maharashtra, Jharkhand and

Haryana are due in a few months and
the party is still ridden with faction-
alism, groupism and indiscipline.
There are too many issues to be
resolved. Moreover, though she is a
crowd puller and charismatic, what
experience does she have to steer the
party during difficult times like
these? She has not been tested on her
organisational skills nor has she
worked at the grassroot level. She
became a full-time politician only in
the last six months. So she will only
be wearing a crown of thorns. 

Clamour for Priyanka has gathered
steam in recent days after Jaiswal and
Das had started it. She may well go on
to prove herself at some point in the
future, but so far, she has shown none
of Indira Gandhi’s political skills. The
Uttar Pradesh results have proved that
there is no Priyanka magic but her sup-
porters dismiss this by pointing out that
she came into the scene too late.
Ultimately the party cannot live with-
out the family and the family cannot
give up its hold over the party. So they
are stuck with each other.

(The writer is a senior political com-
mentator and syndicated columnist) 
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Sonbhadra (UP):
Investigations into the clash,
which left 10 people dead in a
Sonbhadra village last week,
might face a major hurdle as
the 1955 revenue records of the
land disputed by the rival par-
ties have been missing.

On Saturday, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
had suggested the genesis of the
land dispute was laid in 1955,
during the Congress rule, and
said the committee set up to
investigate the shooting inci-
dent in Gharowal area of
Sonbhadra district will look
into this.

Opposition parties, includ-
ing the Congress, have
demanded a CBI probe into the
incident.

"The records of the land
belong to the time when
Sonbhadra was a part of
Mirzapur district, till 1989. Some
records are destroyed after a
specified period of time. The
same is the case here," Additional
District Magistrate Yogendra
Bahadur Singh told PTI.

Some records, which are
taken as time barred, are
destroyed in a routine manner
as every paper cannot be

stored, the ADM said.
The committee constituted

by Adityanath under the addi-
tional chief secretary (rev-
enue)has to give its report
within 10 days.

At a press conference after
visiting the village, Adityanath
had sought to pin the blame on
the Congress rule from 1955 to
1989. His government has
claimed that the 90-bigha plot
was illegally transferred to
Adarsh Co-operative Society,
which held the land till 1989.

It claimed that the owner-
ship of the land was changed to
individual that year. Later, the
individual reportedly sold the

land to gram pradhan Yagya
Dutt, the main accused in the
firing incident on July 17.

Ten Gond tribals were
gunned down while resiting a
violent attempt by the village
head and his men to take con-
trol of the land.

On Tuesday, ADM Singh
said Dutt also had held the pos-
session of another land in front
of his house illegally and the
district administration has got
it freed.

District Magistrate Ankit
Kumar Agarwal has ordered an
inquiry into all development-
related work undertaken in
the area. PTI
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Rajouri: Thirteen months after
the abduction and killing of
rifleman Aurangzeb by terror-
ists in South Kashmir's
Shopian district, his two broth-
ers have joined the Army to
serve the nation and "avenge
his death".

Mohmmad Tariq and
Mohmmad Shabir joined the
156 Infantry Battalion of
Territorial Army at a passing
out parade at headquarters of
the counter insurgency force
'Romeo' in Jammu &
Kashmir's Rajouri district on
Monday, a defence spokesman
said.

The duo aspires to join
'operation all out' against ter-
rorists in Kashmir and fight
against the enemies of the
nation.

Their father Mohammad
Hanif, who also served in
Indian Army, is proud of his
sons joining the Army "to
serve the nation to stamp out
terrorism" in Kashmir and
"avenge the killing of their
brother".

"I have sent my sons to
serve Indian Army and ensure
stamping out of terrorism in a
bid to avenge the killing of
their brother Aurangzeb by ter-
rorists in Kashmir," Hanif said.

"Their fight against ter-
rorism will be tribute and
homage to his martyr son", he

said.
Aurangzeb was abducted

in Pulwama and later killed by
armed terrorists on June 14,
2018, when he was on his way
back home in Poonch to cele-
brate Eid with his family. He
was a rifleman in the army's 44
Rashtriya Rifles.

After his killing, we were
determined to join the army,
the duo said.

"We have joined the Army.
Our mission is to avenge the
killing of our brother. This is
our father's resolve and direc-
tive to us. We will abide by it,"
Shabir said.

The duo, who were select-
ed among 101 new recruits
from over 11,000 participants
in a recruitment rally in
Surankote belt of Poonch dis-
trict on March 7, will get
training in the Punjab regi-
ment, the defence spokesman
said.

The Army conducted the
enrolment parade in Rajouri
district on Monday, the
spokesman said.

Haling from Salani ham-
let of Surankote in Poonch
border district, their elder
brother Mohmmad Qasim
also has joined Army 12 years
ago and younger brothers
Aasim and Sohial are studying.
They also aspire to follow
their brothers. PTI
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Trinamool Congress worker
was beaten to death in West
Bengal’s Hooghly district, fol-
lowing which six people were
arrested, police said on
Tuesday.

The ruling party's district
president Dilip Yadav accused
BJP activists of killing Lalchand
Bag for attending Chief
Minister and TMC supremo
Mamata Banerjee's Martyrs'
Day rally in Kolkata on July 21,
a charge refuted by the saffron
party.

Bag (40), a resident of
Nakunda village in Goghat 1

block, was beaten up on
Monday night when he was
returning home from a market,
a police officer said.

He was taken to the
Arambagh sub-divisional hos-
pital, where doctors declared
him brought-dead, police said.

Superintendent of Police
Tathagata Basu said, "On the
complaint of Bag's father
against 27 people, six have
been arrested so far and inves-
tigation is underway."

Meanwhile, BJP's
Arambagh organisational dis-
trict president Biman Ghosh
said the death of Bag was a
result of infighting within the
ruling party of the state.

The Trinamool Congress
organises Martyrs' Day rally on
July 21 every year in memory
of 13 Youth Congress workers,
who were killed in police firing
on July 21, 1993. PTI
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As top brass of the Indian
Army is busy participating

in series of events marking 20
years of 'Operation Vijay',
Pakistan Army is bent upon
provoking strong Indian retal-
iation to further escalate ten-
sions along the Line of Control.

Pakistan Army on Tuesday
resorted to 'unprovoked' cease-
fire violations for the second
day in succession in Poonch
sector. A rifleman of the Indian
Army had sacrificed his life in
Sunderbani area of Rajouri on
Monday.

According to ground
reports, "several forward vil-
lages, falling in the direct line
of fire, were targeted by the
Pakistan army using mortars". 

Official sources said, over
one dozen posts were directly
targeted by the Pakistan army
in Poonch, Krishna Ghati,
Mendhar and Mankote areas of
Poonch. 

Defence PRO in Jammu, Lt
Col Devender Anand said,
"Pakistan army initiated
unprovoked ceasefire violation
along the line of control using
small arms firing in Poonch
sector around 12.20 p.m". He
said the second ceasefire vio-

lation was reported along the
line of control in Krishna Ghati,
Mankote and Mendhar sectors.
In all these place Pakistan
army shelled civilian areas
using mortars. In response,
Indian army retaliated strong-
ly and effectively, Defence PRO
added. 

Meanwhile, a coffee table
book showcasing the history
and achievements of the 'Fire
and Fury' corps was released by
GoC-in-C, Northern
Command Headquarters, Lt-
Gen Ranbir Singh at Leh on
Tuesday, in the presence of Lt-
Gen YK Joshi, GoC 'Fire and
Fury' Corps.

Speaking on the occasion,
Lt-Gen Ranbir Singh said that
majestic Ladakh has seen some
of the fiercest battles in its hos-
tile terrain and is also witness
to the epitome of valour and
sacrifices  of the Indian Army.

Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh
Legislative Assembly on
Tuesday witnessed unruly
scenes as Opposition
Samajwadi Party charged the
State Government with
attempts to frame its leader
Azam Khan in land grabbing
cases in Rampur.  

The matter was raised
through an adjournment notice
given by SP member Narendra
Verma during the Zero Hour. 

Speaking on the admissi-
bility of the notice, Leader of
Opposition Ram Govind
Chaudhary (also from
Samajwadi Party) alleged of a
conspiracy to crush opposition
parties in the state.

He said FIRs were regis-
tered against the Rampur MP
almost 12 years later "out of
vendetta" to humiliate the
Samajwadi Party and the

minorities.
Choudhary also suggested

that an all-party committee of
the House be sent to Rampur
to look into the allegations
against the former State
Minister.  

In his reply, state
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Suresh Khanna asserted that
the cases were registered
against Khan as per law. 

Reading out a detailed
report of the district adminis-
tration of Rampur, he said the
land on which the SP leader's
Maulana Mohammad Ali
Jauhar University has been
built, belongs to Dalits.   

"If someone sets up an edu-
cational institute, it should be
welcomed, but if the land of the
poor, deprived and labourers is
grabbed, it cannot be praised,"
the Minister hit out.  PTI
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Jaipur: The Rajasthan High
Court has acquitted six lifers
while upholding the death
sentence to one and the life
term to another in the 23-year-
old case of bomb blast in a bus
at Samleti in Dausa district, in
which 14 people were killed.

The six lifers who were
freed on Monday by a Jaipur
bench of the high court
include f ive Jammu and
Kashmir natives Javed Khan,
Latif Ahmed, Mohammad Ali
Bhatt, Mirja Nissa Hussain
and Abdul Ghani.

The sixth one, Rais Beg,
who was acquitted, is from
Agra in Uttar Pradesh.

A trial court at Bandikui in
Dausa had awarded death
penalty to one person, Abdul
Hamid, and life terms to seven
others in the 1996 bomb blast
case.

The division bench of jus-
tices Sabina and Goverdhan
Bardhar, however, upheld the
death penalty awarded to
Abdul Hamid, saying he was
the key person behind plant-
ing of the bomb in the bus
going to Bikaner from Agra on
May 22, 1996.

The bench also upheld
the life term awarded to Pappu
alias Salim, holding him to be
responsible for supplying the
explosives. 

The court acquitted the six
lifers ruling that the prosecu-
tion has failed to prove their
links with the conspiracy of
the blast, said defence counsel
Shahid Hasan.

All eight were convicted
by the Bandikui sessions court
for various offences under
Indian Penal Code, the
Explosive Act and the

Prevention of Damage to
Public Property (PDPP).

The high court bench also
upheld the acquittal of a ninth
person, Farukh Ahmed Khan,
by the Bandikui court in the
case earlier in 2014.

The state government had
challenged the acquitted of
Khan, but the high court
bench dismissed the appeal
against him.

The blast had taken place
in a state roadways bus, going
to Bikaner from Agra on May
22, 1996. Fourteen persons
were killed and 37 injured in
the blast. 

Hamid whose death
penalty was upheld in the
Samleti bomb blast case is also
a key accused in the case
related to planting of bombs in
the SMS Stadium of Jaipur on
January 26, 1996. PTI
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Pune: A day after the Lok Sabha
passed amendments to the Right
to Information (RTI) Act, social
activist Anna Hazare on Tuesday
accused the Union Government
of betraying Indian citizens
through the move.

On Monday, the Lok Sabha
amended the RTI Act that
allowed the Centre to prescribe
the term of office, salaries,
allowances and other terms and
conditions.

It also changes the status of
the Information Commissioners,
who were on a par with Election
Commissioners as per the orig-
inal RTI Act.

"It is expected that while
drafting a legislation, the gov-
ernment take the opinion of cit-
izens. If the draft and the Act are
both made only by the govern-
ment, then it is not a democra-
cy but a dictatorship," Hazare
said.

"India got the RTI Act in

2005 but with this amendment
in the RTI Act, the government
is betraying the people of the this
country," he said.

Hazare, 82, said his health is
not in a good condition but if
people of the country take to the
streets to safeguard the sanctity
of the RTI Act, he would be
ready to join them.

Hazare, whose movement
prompted the then Maharashtra
government to enact a revised
Maharashtra Right to
Information Act which was
considered as the base docu-
ment for the Right to

Information Act 2005, was
speaking to reporters at his vil-
lage Ralegan Siddhi in
Ahmednagar district.

Hazare said he does not
know whether the government
will listen to him or not but he
will still write a letter to the
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
asking him to rescind the
changes in the RTI Act.

After 13 years, the govern-
ment is trying to amend the Act,
he said. Such Acts are made with
people's consultation and so
changes, if any, should also be
made in consultation with peo-
ple of the country, he said. PTI
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Visakhapatnam: Seven
Maoists, including three
women, surrendered on
Tuesday, police sources said.

Of the three women, two—
Pangi Talso (28) and Vantala
Mangamma (34)—are area
committee members of
Galikonda, Korukonda and
Gurtedu Dalam and were car-
rying a reward of Rs 4 lakh each
announced by the government.

They were allegedly
involved in some shootouts,
attacks on police camps and
murders, sources said.

They surrendered before
Visakhapatnam Range DIG
Kalidas Venkata Ranga Rao
and superintendent of police
Bapujee Attada.

They two had abandoned
their squad about 20 days ago
and surrendered here official-
ly on Tuesday, police said.

"We came out without
informing the party. We are
afraid of continuous combing
operations and also vexed with
the party line," Pangi Talso
told reporters.

The other Maoists who
surrendered were squad mem-
ber Killo Relli alias Durga,
Vantala Babu Rao, Korra Siva,
Korra Subbali andButari Nuka
Raju, police said. PTI
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In a major development ini-
tiative taken ahead of the

Maharashtra Assembly polls,
the BJP-led saffron alliance
Government on Tuesday
approved three Metro corridors
involving 50 km-long route
and a cost of �24,000 crore.

At a meeting chaired by
Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis, the State Cabinet
gave a go ahead to the three
metro corridors — one of
which caters to the people liv-
ing in south central and south
Mumbai and the two others
serve the extended suburbs in
the   Mumbai Metropolitan
Region (MMR).

While one route will serve
parts of eastern and south

Mumbai, the other two routes
shall serve the extended sub-
urbs in Thane, Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis said after
the cabinet meeting.

Two of the approved met-
ros cater to the extended
northern suburbs of Thane,
Kalyan and Taloja — all locat-
ed in the MMR, while the third
okayed metro is for a route
between Wadala in south cen-
tral Mumbai and General Post
Office (GPO) in south
Mumbai, both points located
in the Island city.

Estimated to be built at a
cost Rs. 8,000 crore, the
Wadala-GPO Metro 11 corri-
dor will be a 14 km-long route.
It will be partly elevated and
partly underground with 14
stations en route. The stations

are: Wadala RTO, Ganesh
Nagar, BPT Hospital (elevated)
and Sewri Metro, Hay Bunder,
Coal Bunder, Darukhana,
Wadi Bunder, Clock Tower,
Carnac Bunder and CSMT
Metro (all underground).

Slated to be developed at
an estimated cost of Rs. 5000-
crore, the Gaimukh-Shivaji
Chowk Metro 10 corridor will
be 11 km long and it will have
five stations en route. The five
stations are: Gaimukh,
Gaimukh Retibunder, Versova
Chaarphata, Kashi-Mira and
Shivaji Chowk in adjoining
Thane district.

The Kalyan-Taloja Metro
12 corridor is both longest and
costliest among the three
metro corridors.  Set to cost an
estimated cost of Rs 11,000

crore, the 25 km Kalyan-Taloja
Metro 12 has 18 stations en
route. This metro caters to
most important industrial cen-
tres in the MMR.

The 18 railway stations in
this corridor are: APMC
Kalyan, Ganesh Nagar,
Pisawali Gaon, Golwali,
Dombivli MIDC, Sagaon,
Sonarpada, Manpada,
Hadutane, Kolegaon,
Niljegaon, Wadavali, Bale,
Vaklan, Turbhe, Pisawe Depot,
Pisawe and Taloja.

According to a govern-
ment spokesperson, the three
new metro corridors are
expected to reduce the journey
timings by 50 to 75 per cent
compared to the road and con-
tribute to shifting of road users
to metro by 30 to 35 per cent.
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Gandhinagar: The Gujarat Government has sent 94 repeat
offenders to jail under the Prevention of Anti- Social Activities
Act (PASA) for their involvement in crimes related to cow
slaughter and transportation of beef in the last five years, the
Legislative Assembly was told on Tuesday.

In his written reply to a query of Congress MLA Nathabhai
Patel seeking details on the action taken against repeat offend-
ers, CM Rupani, who also handles Home Ministry, said police
had identified as many as 310 repeat offenders during December
2013 to November 2018. "Of the 310, 94 persons have been sent
to jail under PASA," Rupani said in his reply. Responding to a
related question, Rupani said the State had permanently forfeited
370 vehicles involved in illegal transportation of beef, cows and
its progeny between Sept 2017 and Dec 2018. PTI
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Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh Government on Tuesday said that
the order pertaining to deduction of salary of Government pri-
mary school teachers for not sending their selfies during the
morning assembly to mark their attendance has been with-
drawn.

Speaking in the Legislative Council during the Zero Hour
on an adjournment notice, Minister of State (Independent
Charge) for Basic Education Anupama Jaiswal said, "The order
pertaining to cutting the day's salary of teachers of government
primary schools for not sending their selfie during the morn-
ing assembly has been withdrawn."

The matter was raised by Teachers group MLCs Om Prakash
Sharma, Hem Singh Pundir and others, who said that the sys-
tem of sending the selfie has provisions of encouragement and
also punishment, which is wrong.

"The people of the villages used to complain that the teach-
ers did not come on time. Hence, the selfie system was imple-
mented in the schools. The government is with the teachers and
will never insult them," Jaiswal said.

Earlier this month, primary teachers were asked to mark
their presence by clicking a selfie in their school as the author-
ities looked to address the problem of absenteeism and proxy
attendance. PTI
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Bengaluru: A day after launch-
ing the country's second moon
mission, the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO)
on Tuesday said the
Chandrayaan-2 spacecraft is in
"good health" and moving in
the "right direction". 

India had on Monday
launched Chandrayaan-2 on-
board its powerful rocket
GSLV-MkIII-M1 from the
spaceport of Sriharikota in
Andhra Pradesh with the aim
of landing a rover in the unex-
plored lunar south pole.

The 3,850 kg
Chandrayaan-2, a three-mod-
ule spacecraft comprising
orbiter, lander and rover, has
been injected into the earth's
orbit. It will be subjected to a
series of orbit manoeuvres in
the coming weeks to take it to
the vicinity of moon, with the
rover soft landing planned on
September 7.

"The Chandrayaan-2 is in
good health. There is no doubt
about it. It is moving in the
right direction," an official of
the Bengaluru-headquartered
ISRO told PTI here. 

He said at present, no
updates on the mission have
been made because there is no
need for it at this juncture.

"However, there is a little
milestone which we will not
reveal now, but will update
when the right time comes," the
official said.

In a giant leap for the
country's ambitious low-cost
space programme, ISRO has
undertaken the most complex
and its prestigious mission
ever aiming to land the rover
on the moon.

If successful, it will make
India the fourth country after

Russia, the US and China to
pull off a soft landing on the
moon.

The ISRO is aiming for a
soft landing of the lander
(spacecraft) in the South Pole
region of the moon where no
country has gone so far.

Immediately after
Chandrayaan-2's separation
from the rocket, the solar array
of the spacecraft automatical-
ly got deployed and the ISRO
Telemetry, Tracking and
Command Network at
Bengaluru successfully took
control of the spacecraft, the
ISRO has said.  PTI
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Kolkata: Former Kolkata Police
Commissioner Rajeev Kumar
told the Calcutta High Court
on Tuesday that the CBI has
not examined Assam Finance
Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma
though his name has cropped
up in the Saradha chitfund
scam case.

Kumar's counsel Milan
Mukherjee submitted before
Justice Madhumati Mitra that
the IPS officer has, on the
other hand, been singled out
among 121 officers of the West
Bengal government-formed
Special Investigation Team
(SIT).

Mukherjee submitted that
Sarma has not been examined
by the CBI despite his name
having cropped up in the probe
by the SIT five years back
when the scam was unearthed
in 2013.

Mukherjee accused the
CBI of malafide intention to
malign his client by picking
him for questioning among
the 121 officers of the SIT.

Kumar, who was the com-
missioner of Bidhannagar

Police when the scam broke
out, looked after the day to day
operations of the SIT.

Kumar has moved the
High Court seeking quashing
of a CBI notice to him in May
for appearing before it for
assisting in probing the multi-
crore Saradha chitfund scam.

Hearing in the matter was
adjourned till Thursday when
it will be taken up again. PTI
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Two months after a post
graduate medical student

Payal Tadvi of Topiwala
National Medical College
allegedly committed suicide
in her hostel room, the
Mumbai police crime branch
sleuths on Tuesday filed a
voluminous chargesheet
against three accused doctors
booked for alleged caste-based
discrimination and abetment
of suicide.

Confirming that the inves-
tigators had filed the
chargesheet in the alleged
Payal Tadvi suicide case,
Advocate for Tadvi’s family,
Gunratna Sadavarte said: “The
police submitted the
chargesheet today. The matter
will now come up for hearing
before Justice DS Naidu at the
Bombay High Court on
Thursday”.

The three doctors who
have been named in the 1,600-
page chargesheet are Ankita
Khandelwal, Bhakti Mehare
and Hema Ahuja, who have
been in the police custody ever
since their arrest on May 28-
29, 2019.

Earlier in the day, Special
Public Prosecutor (SPP) Raja
Thakre told the Bombay High
Court that the charge-sheet in
the Payal Tadvi suicide case
would be filed either later in
the day or on Wednesday."We
will file the chargesheet either
by the end of the day today or
by tomorrow," Thakre
informed the court.

Justice DS Naidu was hear-
ing the bail application moved
by three accused seeking bail
in the case. A Sessions Court
had earlier rejected the bail
plea filed by the three accused.

A second-year PG student
of Gynaecology and Obstetrics
at the Topiwala National
Medical College, attached to
the BYL Nair Hospital, Payal
(26) was found hanging in her
hostel room that she shared
with three other students on
May 22. 

Payal who was from the
Adivasi Tadvi Bhil communi-
ty, which is a Scheduled Tribe,
hailed from Jalgaon in north
Maharashtra.

The three arrested doctors

have been charged under the
Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled Tribes (Prevention
of Atrocities) Act, Maharashtra
Prohibition of Ragging Act
and abetment of suicide,
destruction of evidence and
common intent under the
Indian Penal Code.

The victim student’s hus-
band Salman and mother
Abida Salim have accused three
senior women doctors of dis-
criminating, harassing and tor-
turing Tadvi. They have
demanded "strictest action"
against the three women doc-

tors.
In their chargesheet, the

investigators have incorporat-
ed the statements of Payal’s col-
leagues, other staff members
and seniors in the hospital.
Among the crucial pieces of
evidence submitted by the
police is the statement of
Payal’s friend Snehal who has
told the police that her friend
was being victimised and
harassed by the accused doc-
tors on the basis of on her
admission as a student from a
Scheduled Tribe, the Bhil Tadvi
community.
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has invoked RSS ideologue
Veer Savarkar's scepticism over
cow worship, triggering
protests by the Opposition BJP.

Speaking in the Assembly
on Monday night,
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Shanti Dhariwal said Savarkar
had described the cow as a
highly useful animal but added
that there was no sense in
worshipping.

"A superhuman is wor-
shipped and there is no sense
in worshipping an animal," he
said, in an apparent reference
to Savarkar's views.

The minister's statements
invited sharp reaction on

Tuesday from BJP MLA
Vasudev Devnani, who alleged
that it was an attack on Indian
values in which cows are wor-
shipped since long.

"Our sentiments are hurt.
The context of Savarkar's views
on cows in that time was dif-
ferent to what the minister has
said in the house yesterday,"
Devnani told reporters.

In the Assembly, Dhariwal
claimed the current views of
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) about the defini-
tion of a Hindu are contradic-
tory to what had been
described in Savarkar's book,
'Hindutva'.

The minister criticised

Savarkar's ideology and said the
Sangh ideologue's had
described Hindus as those
whose ancestors were born in
India and their holy places are
in this country.

Dhariwal said when it is
said one has to be a Hindu for
living in 'Hindustan', it creates
disturbance in the society.

"He (Savarkar) had said
that a man cannot be called
Hindu whose holy land is in
Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem,
Israel (or) Rome," Dhariwal
said.

The Minister claimed that
RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat had
now changed the definition of
Hindu. PTI
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Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh
Government on Tuesday tabled
in the Assembly a Bill seeking
an undertaking from private
universities that they will not
allow their campuses to be
used for “anti-national activi-
ties”.

The Uttar Pradesh Private
Universities Bill, 2019 lists sev-
eral conditions for setting up
such institutions, including fol-
lowing a transparent admission
process and a common acade-
mic calendar prescribed by the
state government.

If the Bill becomes law, pri-
vate universities will award
honorary degrees to people in
public life only with the state
government's approval.

The Bill demands an
undertaking from the sponsors
of private universities that their
institution will not be involved
in or permit anyone to “cause
or promote anti-national activ-
ities”.

If any such activity takes
place on the campus, it shall be
considered a major violation of

the conditions for setting up
the university, the draft legis-
lation warns.

The government may then
take action according to the
provisions under the Act or any
other law in force, it says.

The Bill is meant to enact
umbrella legislation to govern
all private universities, it adds.

A statement on the objec-
tives of the Bill said 27 private
universities have been estab-
lished and incorporated under
different state Acts in Uttar
Pradesh. This means there is
no uniform law to monitor
such private universities, it
added. It has become difficult
to collect information and
ensure quality standards in
higher education, the gov-
ernment said.

The draft Bill was
approved by the state cabinet
recently.

An official had then said
the universities will have to
ensure that patriotism,
national integration, com-
munal amity, social harmony,

secularism, ethics and inter-
national goodwill are included
in the curriculum.

The Bill proposes that at
least 75 per cent of teachers in
each department will have to be
the university's regular employ-
ees. The proposed legislation
demands that the private uni-
versities will also conform to
the standards specified by cen-
tral regulatory bodies like the
University Grants
Commission. PTI
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Gandhinagar: Independent
MLA Jignesh Mevani on
Tuesday challenged Gujarat
Chief Minister Vijay Rupani to
declare any one village "untouch-
ability-free" before the upcom-
ing Independence Day and
maintained the social evil was
still prevalent in the state.

Speaking in the legislative
Assembly, he came down heav-
ily on the BJP government in
Gujarat over the issue of atroc-
ities against Dalits.

Referring to the successful
launch of Chandrayaan-2 mis-
sion on Monday, Mevani said

while it shows expertise in space,
there exists no technology to
prevent death of sanitation
workers engaged in cleaning
sewers or septic tanks.

"It is the need of the hour for
the government to visit villages
where Dalits are subjected to
untouchability and discrimina-
tion such as not allowing them
to fetch water from common
well. "The government should
book the guilty under the
Protection of Civil Rights Act.
But, the sad part is that no
offence is registered," the Dalit
leader said. The MLA from

Vadgam in Banaskantha district
was speaking on his 'cut-motion'
moved against the budgetary
demands of the Social Justice
and Empowerment department.

"Whenever an incident of
atrocity takes place, media per-
sons ask me `when will I visit
that place'. Now, it is my hum-
ble appeal to Vijay Rupani,
known to be a sarva-mitra'
(friend of all), to be a 'Dalit-
mitra' and visit such places.

"I want him to declare any
one village of Gujarat untouch-
ability-free before August 15,"
he said. PTI
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Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Tuesday wrote to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
stall and reverse the process of
corporatising ordnance facto-
ries in the interest of national
security and the country's
defence.

Her missive comes in the
backdrop of the Centre's bid to
corporatise all the ordnance
factories of the country,
including the Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB), which
has its head quarters in
Kolkata.

The OFB with its 41 fac-
tories, nine training institutes

across the country and about
1.6 lakh officers and employ-
ees has often been called the
fourth pillar of the Indian
Defence apparatus which pro-
duces a vast range of arms and
equipment for the armed
forces, she wrote.

"I am shocked and sur-
prised to know that this vital
pillar of the country's defence
and this key industrial initia-
tive for our land is now being
contemplated to be subjected
to a sudden exercise of degov-
ernmentalisation, for which
there has been not even an iota
of stakeholders' consultations
uptill now", she said.  PTI
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The National Company Law
Appellate Tribunal  on

Tuesday dismissed a contempt
petition filed against Reliance
Group Chairman Anil Ambani
and other officials by minori-
ty shareholders alleging non-
payment of dues by Reliance
Infratel.

A two-member bench
headed by NCLAT Chairman
Justice S J Mukhopadhaya, dis-
missed any contempt plea
against Ambani and his officials.

“We have found that no
case has been made out for
contempt,” said NCLAT.

Earlier on July 3, NCLAT
had reserved its order saying
that it will decide whether the

the contempt petition filed by
HSBC Daisy Investments
(Mauritius) and others should
be admitted as Reliance
Communications (RCom) is
going through insolvency pro-
ceedings.

Reliance Infratel, is a sub-
sidiary of RCom, and is
presently under corporate
insolvency resolution process.

HSBC Daisy had moved
the appellate tribunal over
alleged default of payment of
�230 crore by Reliance Infratel.

As per the consent terms of
the agreement among Reliance
Infratel, HSBC Daisy and oth-
ers, recorded by the NCLAT in
its order dated June 26, 2018,
the Anil Ambani-owned firm
was to pay the amount in the

following six months.
After the six-month peri-

od ended, HSBC Daisy and
nine other minority share-
holders holding 4.26 per cent
stake in Reliance Infratel filed
the contempt plea.

The counsel appearing for
resolution professional said
that as RCom was going
through insolvency proceed-
ings and was under the mora-
torium period under the IBC,
it cannot pay money.

In May this year, the
Mumbai bench of the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT) started the corporate
insolvency resolution process
of RCom, which has a total
bank debt of over �50,000
crore.
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Luckystar, the owner of Jet’s
six-storey headquarters in

Andheri, on Tuesday moved
the National Company Law
Tribunal against the interim
resolution professional (IRP)
seeking possession of the Siroya
Centre.

The airline has its registered
office in Siroya Centre, located
in Andheri suburb of Mumbai,
which is worth �150 crore.

The counsel for Luckystar
alleged that the IRP refused to
give back the property, which
was leased to Jet Airways, even
though the lease agreement ter-
minated due to non-payment
on June 7.

He argued the IRP cannot
seek protection of the morato-
rium issued by the tribunal as
the lease had ended before the
company was admitted under
the insolvency process.

The tribunal had initiated
insolvency process on the air-
line on June 20 while the lease
was terminated on June 7.

Further, he said that on
June 27, they had sent a notice
to the airline’s IRP, asking him
to facilitate repossession of the
building. However, goods
including computers and files
of Jet Airways are still lying in
the office premises, he added.

He claimed that the IRP
had asked him for the securi-
ty deposit worth �10 crore.

The security deposit
amount, he said, according to

the lease agreement was adjust-
ed when the corporate debtor
defaulted and the money now
belongs to Luckystar.

The building is worth �150
crore, he added.

Earlier, mortgage lender
HDFC on July 4, had moved
the NCLT seeking to keep the
Jet Airways headquarters in the
Bandra Kurla Complex in
Mumbai out of the bankrupt-
cy process.

The HDFC counsel had
told NCLT that three floors of
the building are mortgaged
with the lender.

Meanwhile, in a separate
application, the employees’
association of Jet Airways
moved the tribunal seeking
payment of salary backlogs.

The IRP said even one
month salary is not possible on
the back of running expenses.

The tribunal, comprising
judges VP Singh and
Ravikumar Duraisamy, asked
the IRP for Jet Airways, Ashish
Chhawchharia of Grant
Thornton India, to discuss
employee’s salary concerns with
the Committee of Creditors
(CoC).

The tribunal said even if
100 per cent cannot be paid
some amount of the salary
have to be given as it is impor-
tant for the survival of the
employees.

The IRP also submitted
their second progress report on
the resolution process for the
airline.
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The Government on Tuesday
extended the due date for

filing income tax returns by
individuals for financial year
2018-19 by a month till August
31.

Individuals, including
salaried taxpayers, and entities
— who do not need to get their
accounts audited — were
required to file their income tax
returns for fiscal 2018-19
(Assessment Year 2019-20) by
July 31, 2019.

“The Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT) extends
the ‘due date’ for filing of
Income Tax Returns from
July 31, 2019 to August 31,
2019 in respect of the said cat-
egories of taxpayers,” the
Finance Ministry said in a
statement.

There have been demands
for an extension in filing ITR
date since issuance of tax
deducted at source (TDS) state-
ment for 2018-19 fiscal was
delayed.

Income Tax department
had last month extended the
deadline for employers to issue
Form 16 TDS certificate for
financial year 2018-19 to its
employees by 25 days 
till July 10.

This left the salaried tax-
payers with a limited time-
frame of just 20 days to file
their income tax returns.
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The telecom department is
planning to challenge

merger of Tata Teleservices
consumer business with Bharti
Airtel in the Supreme Court
next month.

“The DoT has not taken
merger of Airtel and Tata
Teleservices on record. Airtel
has operationalised it (the
merger) based on a order from
the TDSAT. The department is
planning to file special leave
petition in the Supreme Court
against the TDSAT order next
month,” an official source told
PTI.

Airtel declined to com-
ment on the query sent in this
regard.

Bharti Airtel on July 1
announced that the consumer
mobile business of Tata
Teleservices Ltd (TTSL) has
now become its part.

The company sources,
however, said that telecom tri-
bunal TDSAT had directed
the DoT to take the merger on

record.
“The TDSAT had cate-

gorically allowed operational-
isation of the spectrum and to
take all consequential actions
for completing the merger.
The NCLT approved the
scheme and allowed for the fil-
ing with the Registrar of
Companies within the stipu-
lated period. In line with the
orders of the TDSAT and the
NCLT, the merger was com-
pleted,” the company 
source said.

The confirmation from the
Registrar of Companies (RoC)
for completion of the merger
has also been received by the
company, the source said.

The Telecom Disputes
Settlement and Appellate
Tribunal had ordered the
Department of
Telecommunications to take
on record the merger and
approval of the schemes of
arrangement by Delhi and
Mumbai bench of the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT).
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Viral Acharya ended his
stint as the Deputy

Governor of the Reserve Bank
on Tuesday, after last month’s
surprise resignation where the
outspoken academic chose to
cut short his time in office.

Forty-five-year old
Acharya will be going back to
teach at New York University’s
Stern School of Business.

Acharya was one of the
youngest deputy governors in
the Central bank’s history and
was in charge of the critical
monetary policy department
which also made him a part of
the rate-setting panel.

A Mumbai boy who was
born and grew up in the finan-
cial capital, Acharya will be
most remembered for speaking
his mind on protecting the
autonomy of the RBI.

His October 2018 speech,
warning of the wrath of mar-
kets if the Government tram-
ples on it, amid concerns
including reports of
Government eyeing the RBI’s
excess reserves, was the rare

occasion when a top official
chose to go public with the
RBI’s concerns.

“Governments that do not
respect Central banks inde-
pendence will sooner or later
incur the wrath of financial
markets, ignite economic fires,
and come to rue the day they
undermined an important reg-
ulatory institution; their wiser
counterparts who invest in
Central bank independence
will enjoy lower costs of bor-
rowing, the love of interna-
tional investors, and longer
life spans,” he had said.

His then-boss, Governor
Urjit Patel resigned on
December 10, triggering spec-
ulation about Acharya follow-
ing the suit, which was denied.

His work NPA problem
wherein his work focused on get-
ting the banks out of the legacy
issues which is an ongoing work
and a steadfast focus on inflation
that earned him the sobriquet of
being a policy hawk.

Some experts, however,
also question the department
under him getting inflation
projections wrong, which may

have had delayed the growth-
propping rate cuts.

Acharya often resorted to
poetry and the creative arts
including Bollywood songs, to
explain his state of mind on
various subjects.

The most memorable would
definitely be finding refuge in
Ernest Hemingway’s melan-
cholic lines before going with the
majority view of cutting the rates
for the third time in the last
meeting of the monetary policy
committee he attended.

Quoting Santiago the old
fisherman in the novel, Acharya
expressed his melancholy in
voting with the majority: “It is
better to be lucky. But I would
rather be exact. Then when luck
comes, you are ready.”

Quoting Bollywood num-
bers in speeches was another
favourite for Acharya, a pas-
sionate singer himself. In his
last published speech, he
praised S D Burman’s mini-
malistic approach to music in
the film “Pyaasa” to drive home
the concern around excess gov-
ernment borrowing crowding
out the private sector. 
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The Government on Tuesday
said there is no official

estimation of black money in
the country, however, it has
taken several concrete steps to
crack down on illicit funds.

“There is no official esti-
mation of black money in the
country,” Minister of State for
Finance Anurag Singh Thakur
said in a written reply in
Parliament.

In 2014, the BJP-led gov-
ernment came to power with a
thumping majority and one of
the key poll promised was to
bring back black money
stashed abroad. Also, one of the
key objectives enlisted by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in
the November 8, 2016, high-
value note ban or demonetisa-
tion was to curb the ill-gotten
money.

Thakur was responding to
a query on estimation of total
black money in the country
and the reasons behind such
amount generation.
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Lok Sabha on Tuesday gave
its nod to a bill which seeks

to weed out corruption,
improve road safety and usher
in use of technology to regulate
traffic, as the Government
assured the House that rights of
the states will not be taken
away.

The Motor Vehicles
(Amendment) Bill, 2019 was
passed by a voice vote.

Several amendments
moved by opposition members
were  also rejected by voice
vote.

Transport and Highways
Minister Nitin Gadkari said he
is here “not to show any dream”
but to fulfil promises made on
better, smoother roads and lat-
est transport technology.

While several members
cutting across party lines sup-
ported safety and traffic viola-
tion aspects of the Bill, they at
the same time accused the
Centre of trying to take away
state’s powers with certain pro-
visions of the draft law.

Gadkari said that the
Government has no intention
to intervene with the power of
states.

The bill proposes a
National Transportation Policy
for ushering guidelines on the

transportation of goods and
passengers.

The Minister said it will be
framed only after holding con-
sultation with the states.

“We will not take away any
power of the states...If some
states would not like to adopt
that, they would be free to do
that. It is not a mandatory pol-
icy,” he said.

The Minister also
announced that the Ministry
would end the system of road
monitoring being undertaken
by independent engineers and
it would be carried out by an
experts’ company.

On initiatives being taken by
the Government to give a push
to the country’s transport sector,
he said that soon two-wheeler
taxis would be a reality.

This facility will help peo-
ple living in villages and tehsils.

“We have suggested this to
states. It’s upto them to accept,”
Gadkari said.

The minister said several
states including Delhi, and
Himachal Pradesh are buying
electric vehicles for public
transportation.

“We are thinking of the
poor and not for rich,” he said.

He added that work is in
full swing to attract domestic
and international cruize in
Mumbai.
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The veteran duo of Sunil
Narine and Kieron
Pollard were on Tuesday

recalled to a 14-member West
Indies squad for the first two
games of the three-match T20
International series against
India, beginning August 3 at
Florida in the United States.

Wicketkeeper-batsman
Anthony Bramble is the only
uncapped player in the squad
selected for the first two T20Is
to be played on August 3 and
4 at the Broward County
Stadium, Lauderhill, Florida.

The selection panel could
make changes to the squad for
the third T20I on August 6 at
the Guyana National Stadium,
the West Indies Cricket Board
said.

The squad, to be led by
captain Carlos Brathwaite, also
includes all-rounder Andre
Russell subject to passing a fit-
ness assessment prior to the
series. Russell had made an
early exit from the World Cup
to undergo an operation on his
troublesome left knee.

Interim chairman of the
selection panel Robert Haynes
said veteran opener Chris
Gayle had notified that he
was unavailable for the series
due to playing commitments at
the GT20 in Canada. This has
given the opportunity for left-
handed compatriot John
Campbell to fill the slot.

Left-handed opener John
Campbell and left-arm spinner
Khary Pierre have also been
included alongside a number
of regulars, as the interim
selection panel seeks to explore
options with the ICC T20
World Cup looming next year
in Australia.

“This squad is an excellent
balance of experience and
youth. It is not just about the
present — the India Tour of the
West Indies — but we are also
looking at the T20 World Cup
coming up next year and it is
important that we find the
right combination of players

and the right formula for
defending our title,” said
Haynes.

“We have to make sure that
we put certain things in place
now, so that when it comes to
picking the squad for the T20
World Cup, it becomes easier,
so we are giving more players
the opportunity to play and get
the exposure.”

Haynes said he expects

the T20I series to be a keenly
contested one.

“Most of the players that
we have selected have played in
the IPL and they know all of
the Indian players well. We will
have the edge for sure because
we are playing at home. At the
end of the day however, it is
important that the players go
out there and play to win, not
just to compete, and I think we

have the right balance to
do so.”

Mystery spin-
ner Narine last
played in a T20I
for West Indies
against England
almost two years
ago at Chester-
le-Street and
batting all-
r o u n d e r

Pollard appeared last
November on the Tour of
India.

“We felt that players like
Narine and Pollard, who have
played well in T20 leagues
around the world, once they
are fit and mentally ready to
play, we must give them the
opportunity to represent the
West Indies again,” said
Haynes.

The 28-year-old Bramble
will provide wicket keeping
back-up to Nicholas Pooran
despite not having played an
official T20 in close to three
years. He did, however, captain
West Indies ‘B’at last year’s
Canada GLT20 and was picked
up by Guyana Amazon
Warriors in the CPL draft in
May.

“Though Nicholas Pooran
will be the first-choice wicket-
keeper, we needed to have
someone to deputise in case
something unexpected hap-
pens and he (Bramble) is the
perfect choice,” said Haynes.

India play three ODIs and
two Tests against the West
Indies after the T20Is.
West Indies Squad for first

two T20 Internationals:
Carlos Brathwaite (capt),
Sunil Narine, Keemo

Paul, Khary Pierre,
Kieron Pollard,

Nicholas Pooran
(wk), Rovman
Powell, Andre
Russell, Oshane

T h o m a s ,
Anthony Bramble

(wk), John Campbell,
Sheldon Cottrell,

Shimron Hetmyer,
Evin Lewis. 
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Wriddhiman Saha will begin
his reintegration after a

major shoulder injury with his
first first-class game in 18
months when India A take on
West Indies A in an unofficial
Test starting on Wednesday.

Wriddhiman and Hanuma
Vihari the two Test specialists
who have been included in the
A squad to prepare for the two-
Test series starting late August.

Wriddhiman, who is only
three months shy of his 35th
birthday, is returning after a
career-threatening injury that
many believe has been com-
pletely mismanaged at the
National Cricket Academy.

It will not be out of place to
label his comeback
‘Wriddhiman 3.0’ with the keep-
er-batsman beginning every-
thing from the scratch, some-
thing that is not easy in the mid
30s.

Having stayed under MS
Dhoni’s shadow for the better
part, Wriddhiman was finding
his mojo in a injury-ridden
career but the injury during the
last IPL was a massive blow.

With Rishabh Pant proving
his credentials with centuries in
England and Australia, it’s again
that phase in his career where he
could be seen wearing the
orange or green bib and rushing
with the towel and energy drink
during breaks.

The teamman that he is,
Wriddhiman will do it without
batting an eyelid but the ques-

tion that crops up is what exact-
ly will be left for him post West
Indies tour, when India play twin
series against South Africa and
Bangladesh at home.

People in the know of things
are still at their wits end as to
how the same kind of injury that
had K L Rahul back in action in
two months, saw the Bengal
stumper out for more than a year
till the Mushtaq Ali Trophy.

“KS Bharath just about
missed out on an India team
berth. For the first time in 18
months, Wriddhiman will be
keeping for a day or may be 120
overs if required. Then he will
have to bat. The NCA had ini-
tially messed up his rehab and
it required a surgery. It needs to
be seen how it holds up,” a senior
BCCI official privy to develop-
ments at the NCA said.

For Vihari, a good innings
will keep Virat Kohli and Ravi
Shastri interested for the one
middle-order slot even though
vice-captain Ajinkya Rahane is
the favourite to take up the No
5 spot for now.

The two openers, Priyank
Panchal of Gujarat and
Abhimanyu Easwaran of Bengal,
will like to continue their good
work and keep Rahul on toes,
especially after two below-par
tours of England and Australia.

Bharath is expected to get a
chance in the third Test and a
good knock can make him the
second keeper at home as the
Andhra player is considered to
be good keeping up to the spin-
ners.
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James Anderson has been ruled out of
England’s four-day Test against Ireland

at Lord’s starting on Wednesday but
World Cup star Jason Roy will make his
debut.

Opening bowler Anderson has failed
to recover from the right calf injury he
sustained when playing for his county
Lancashire against Durham on July 2.

“Jimmy will continue to be assessed”
ahead of the first Ashes Test at Edgbaston
on August 1, an England and Wales
Cricket Board statement said on Tuesday.
Chief selector Ed Smith stated when
naming the squad last week that
England’s record wicket-taker would not
be risked ahead of the Ashes series if there
were any lingering doubts over his injury.

Bowling resources have already been
stretched by side strains sustained by
Mark Wood and Jofra Archer in the
recent World Cup victory over New
Zealand.

Warwickshire paceman Olly Stone
will make his Test debut in Anderson’s
absence, with World Cup-winning bats-
man Roy also playing his first Test after
featuring in 84 one-day
internationals.

England will
play two spinners
in Jack Leach and
Moeen Ali in an
attack led by Stuart
Broad, with
uncapped all-
rounder Lewis
Gregory missing out
from the original 13-
man squad.

Test skipper Root,
speaking at Lord’s on
Tuesday, said
Anderson could
have played
against Ireland
but stressed that
England did not
want to take any
chances with
their prize
asset ahead of
a five-Test
Ashes series.

“Jimmy
p r o b a b l y
would have
been able to
get through
this Test
match but
(it’s) just making sure
that he’s absolutely

ready,” Root explained.
“We thought the last thing we want is

him carrying a niggle going into a series
so we tried to be sensible about it and give
him as much time to be 100 percent going
into that series — a five-match series. So
we’re very confident that he’ll be fit (for
the Ashes).”

The powerful Roy will open the
innings, as he did during the World Cup,
even though he is a middle-order batsman
in first-class cricket.

“With Jason, we want him to be him-
self, express himself and trust his instincts
as much as possible,” Root said.

“He brings something different to our
Test batting side, he’s a proven performer
in international cricket and fully capable
of making big contributions. I hope he
doesn’t try to play differently, I hope he’ll
go and be himself.

“There were occasions in the World
Cup when he had to trust his defence and
he might have to draw that out a bit longer

in Test cricket —
but he can go
and put the
pressure back

on the opposi-
tion. He’s one of

the best in the
world at that.” 

Anderson, 36, no
longer plays ODI crick-

et so did not play in the
World Cup.

The Lancashire swing
bowler, with 575 scalps,

trails only the spin trio
of Sri Lanka’s Muttiah
Muralitharan (800
wickets), Australia’s
Shane Warne (708)
and India’s Anil
Kumble (619) in
the all-time list of
Test wicket-tak-
ers.
England team
to play Ireland:
Jason Roy,
Rory Burns,
Joe Denly, Joe

Root (capt),
Jonny Bairstow (wkt),
Moeen Ali, Chris
Woakes, Sam Curran,
Stuart Broad, Olly
Stone, Jack Leach.
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Australia off-spinner Nathan
Lyon says it would be a dream

come true to win the Ashes in
England and he has even thought
about how he would celebrate if it
happened.

The 2019 campaign will be
Lyon’s third Ashes tour to the UK,
where Australia have not won a
Test series since the 4-1 triumph
of Steve Waugh’s men in 2001.

In the 18 years since, four
touring parties have returned
home empty handed, twice under
captain Ricky Ponting (2005 and
2009) and twice (2013 and 2015)
with Michael Clarke at the helm.

Clarke was Lyon’s captain on
his previous visits to England
where the off-spinner has played
eight Tests with a record of two
wins, four losses and two draws,
a stats sheet he is desperate to

improve.
Lyon has been part of

Australian Test teams that have
won the Ashes at home, including
a 5-0 whitewash in 2013-14. He
has won away in South Africa and
Asia, and been part of the Test side
crowned No1 in the world.

But the 31-year-old says win-
ning an Ashes series in England is
the ultimate.

“It’s like a dream,” Lyon said on
the latest episode of  The
Unplayable Podcast.

“As a kid you always dream of
firstly playing cricket for Australia
but then winning the Ashes.

“Winning the Ashes is always
(up) there but winning it away
makes it more special.”

Driving Lyon as much as any-
thing is the vision of Test legend
Shane Warne jubilantly celebrat-
ing winning the 1997 Ashes series
at Trent Bridge with a Test to play.

With the stumps in both
hands above his head, Warne
danced victoriously after Australia
won the fifth Test by 264 runs to
take an unassailable 3-1 lead in the
six-match series.

The memory of Warne groov-
ing on the away dressing room bal-
cony in front of thousands of fans
is a fantasy he hopes to live in less
than two months.

And he’s been practicing just
in case it comes to fruition.

“The big memory for me is
seeing Shane Warne with the
stump,” Lyon said.

“That’s the biggest thing. I’m
desperate to replicate that. I reck-
on it would be brilliant.

“If we win the Ashes I’ll do it.
I’ve been practicing, don’t worry
about that.

“Like Steve Smith batting in
his room, I’ve got a stump up
there.”
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Former captain Allan Border
feels Australia should pick

their best six batsmen for the
upcoming Ashes series against
England beginning August 1 in
Birmingham.

Border revealed his first choice
team to foxsports.com.au, naming
southpaws David Warner, Marcus
Harris and Usman Khawaja as his
preferred top three.

“The top three batsmen are
left-handers, which is not neces-
sarily the wrong thing,” Border
said.

“A lot of people jump up and
down about picking too many left-
handers but if they are your best
players then go with them. If they
were right-handers, no one would
say anything,” he added.

The former Australia skipper
also stated that wicketkeeper-bats-
man Matthew Wade should come
into the side considering his good
domestic form.

“I’d be very tempted to go with
Wade. You talk about picking the
guys in form, and he’s in great
form. (Marnus) Labuschagne
might get that guernseys in that he
can bowl some pretty handy leg-
spin and he’s good in the field too,”
Border said. “Wade can bowl
some medium pace. He can get it
through alright, you could sling

him half a dozen overs if you had
to here and there.”

The 63-year-old also advised
the Australian team to resist from
temptation of playing an all-
rounder at the number six spot
and instead play a proper bats-
man.

“I wouldn’t go the all-rounder
at No 6. I’d pick a straight out-and-
out batsman. England’s conditions
are a bit softer underfoot and tem-
perature wise. There’s not as much
physicality and stress on the
bowlers,” he said.

Allan Border’s XI: David
Warner, Marcus Harris, Usman
Khawaja, Steve Smith, Travis
Head, Matthew Wade/Marnus
Labuschagne, Tim Paine (c,wk),
Pat Cummins, Mitchell Starc,
Nathan Lyon, Josh Hazlewood.
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Antoine Griezmann made his
Barcelona debut on Tuesday

but was unable to prevent the
LaLiga champions slipping to a 2-
1 friendly defeat to Chelsea in
Saitama.

World Cup winner
Griezmann — who joined the
club in a �120million move ear-
lier this month — made little
impact during his 45-minute
appearance against Frank
Lampard’s side, who went in front
through Tammy Abraham’s 34th-
minute goal.

Barcelona looked bright at the
start of the second period before
Ross Barkley’s fine finish nine
minutes from time sealed the win,
despite Ivan Rakitic’s late strike.

Chelsea continue their prepa-
rations for the 2019-20 season
with a game against
Championship side Reading on
Sunday, while Barca take on Vissel
Kobe — and their former player
Andres Iniesta — a day earlier.

Barcelona could — and per-
haps should — have gone ahead
inside the opening minute but
Oriol Busquets’ header from eight
yards sailed over Kepa
Arrizabalaga’s goal.

Abraham was equally waste-
ful in the 23rd minute, blazing a

half-volley over from six yards
after Marc-Andre ter Stegen had
failed to hold Christian Pulisic’s
powerful strike.

The striker made up for that
miss soon after, though, coolly
rounding Ter Stegen and slotting
into an empty net after Jorginho
had cut out Sergio Busquets’ slop-
py pass on the edge of the penal-
ty area. Pulisic could have doubled
their advantage five minutes
before the interval but crashed a
left-footed effort into the side net-
ting, while a subdued Ousmane
Dembele saw his low strike kept
out by Kepa at the other end.

Barca were a team reborn

after making 11 changes at the
break, Rafinha, Carles Perez and
Carles Alena all testing Kepa
with low strikes in the opening
stages of the second half.

Chelsea substitute Kenedy
inexplicably headed well wide
after latching onto Barkley's loft-
ed pass but the England interna-
tional made no mistake in the 81st
minute, squeezing an effort inside
Neto’s right-hand post from 18
yards.

The Spanish side at least
ended the game on a positive note,
Rakitic thundering into the top
corner from distance in stoppage
time.
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Virgil van Dijk admits win-
ning the Ballon d’Or after an

exceptional season with
Liverpool would be a dream
come true.

No defender has claimed the
award since Fabio Cannavaro in
2006, the year he lifted the
World Cup with Italy, but cen-
tre-back Van Dijk is a strong
contender to break the drought.

The 28-year-old shone as
Liverpool won the
Champions League last
season and was crowned
PFA Players’ Player of
the Year for his part in
helping the Reds finish
second in the Premier
League.

Already a
revered figure at
Anfield, Van
Dijk could
become the
club’s second
Ballon d’Or
recipient after
M i c h a e l
Owen in
2001.

“If people
are talking about
it — you can’t say
it doesn’t [excite
you],” Van Dijk told
Sky Sports.

“But it’s a subject
we don’t have any
influence on. I can’t
change anything
right now other
than get fit, stay fit
and that’s the situa-
tion.

“ W i n n i n g
something like that
is a dream come
true for every foot-
baller in the world. If you
don’t then you just get on
with it and try to perform
better than last year.

“It would be fantastic
and I would be very
proud.

“But the main thing
will be to focus on what we
do all together and achiev-
ing the bigger goal — that’s
getting silverware with the
club.”

Van Dijk and Liverpool
are in the United States for
pre-season ahead of anoth-
er gruelling campaign.

The European champions
must contend with the usual
domestic and Champions
League commitments along
with a trip to Qatar for the Club
World Cup in December.

Liverpool boss Jurgen Klopp
views the demands on modern
players, including regular inter-
national matches and tourna-
ments, as unsustainable.

“It looks like nobody can
imagine a week without football
in the year,” Klopp told reporters.

“When did that happen?
A game again, a game
again.

“It is difficult for the
boys. Everything will be
fine this season, but in the

long term we have to
change it. There must be

breaks.
“Come on,

let them go.
Be brave.
Don’t treat
every game
like it is the
last of a
decade.”
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Eden Hazard stressed the impor-
tance of winning trophies every

season at Real Madrid as the star sign-
ing eyes silverware in 2019-20.

Hazard swapped Chelsea for
Madrid in a big-money move during
the off-season after the LaLiga club’s
difficult 2018-19 campaign.

Madrid finished third behind
bitter rivals Barcelona in LaLiga,
crashed out of the Champions League
in the last 16 and lost in the Copa del
Rey semi-finals.

Hazard — who led Chelsea to
Europa League glory last term —

understands the importance of
titles at the Santiago Bernabeu.

“When you play for Real
Madrid you need to win things
every season. You need to win,

win, win,” Hazard told Jay
Shetty via Madrid’s official web-

site.
“If you don’t win the Champions

League the fans get down and that’s
to be expected. At this club you
always want to win and that’s why I’m
here.

“I want to play games, score
goals and, come the end of the sea-
son, lift trophies.”

Hazard made his debut for
Madrid in last week’s 3-1 loss to
Bayern Munich at the International
Champions Cup.

The Belgium international and
Madrid are back in action against
Arsenal in Maryland on Tuesday

late night.
“I play with freedom. That’s dif-

ficult in football because there are
defenders, midfielders... but that’s the
kind of player I am,” Hazard said.

“If I don’t have that freedom I
don’t play well and end up on the
bench. I like to get on the ball, move
to the right, to the left, shift around
and play with my instinct.

“I don’t think: I have to do this,
play the ball to the right, to the left.
I just play, get on the ball and decide
what to do.”
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Nabil Fekir has left Lyon and joined Real Betis,
potentially paving the way for Giovani Lo

Celso’s departure.
France international Fekir, 26, entered the final

12 months of his deal at the start of July and LaLiga
club Betis swooped to complete a transfer that could
cost them �29.75million, with the deal also includ-
ing a potential 20 per cent sell-on bonus for Lyon.

His younger brother, Yassin Fekir, has also
moved to the Benito Villamarin, and Lyon will
receive 50 per cent of any future transfer fee for the
22-year-old.

The versatile attacker, who has hit 36 Ligue 1
goals in the last three years, almost moved to
Liverpool in 2018 and was linked to Arsenal after
declining to discuss new terms with Lyon, the club
he captained for two seasons.

Fekir progressed through the Ligue 1 side’s
academy and helped France win the World Cup in
Russia last year.

His arrival in Seville is expected to free up mid-
fielder and fellow left-footer Lo Celso for a switch
to Tottenham.

A full Argentina international, the 23-year-old
is reportedly keen to work with compatriot
Mauricio Pochettino in London.

Lo Celso joined Betis on loan from Paris Saint-
Germain at the start of last season, before the move
was made permanent in April.
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Real Madrid boss Zinedine
Zidane has denied disre-

specting Wales star Gareth
Bale as he discussed the
expected transfer of the 30-
year-old forward from the La
Liga giants on Monday.

Speaking to reporters on
the eve of Real Madrid’s
friendly with Arsenal at
FedEx Field — home of the
NFL’s Washington Redskins
— Zidane said it was Bale
who chose not to play in
Madrid’s 3-1 friendly defeat
to Bayern in Houston on
Saturday.

“I did not disrespect any-
one, least of all Gareth,” a

frustrated-sounding Zidane
said. “I said that the club is
working to facilitate Bale’s
departure, nothing more.
“The other day, Gareth did
not dress for the game, he did
not want to because the club
was negotiating his depar-
ture,” he added.

Zidane had been brand-
ed a “disgrace” by Bale’s agent
for his comments after the
Saturday match, when he
said he hoped Bale’s move
from the club happened soon
“for everyone’s sake.”

Bale has been frozen out
in Madrid by Zidane despite
helping his side to a Spanish
title and four Champions
Leagues since arriving from

Tottenham Hotspur six year
ago.

His brace, including a
brilliant bicycle kick, sank
Liverpool in the 2018 final,
but he was shunted aside by
Zidane as soon as he
returned to the Real bench in
early March.

After Zidane’s reappoint-
ment, Bale played 90 minutes
in just three of the remaining
11 matches, was left out
completely four times and
frequently substituted when
he did play.

“Today, he is a Real
Madrid player,” Zidane said,
adding that the striker would
train with the team Monday
night. 
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The Wrestling Federation
of India (WFI) on

Tuesday shifted the men’s
trials  for the World
Championship from Sonepat
to Delhi’s IG Stadium, keep-
ing in mind “better organisa-
tion facilities”.

The parent body also
insisted that the decision to
shift venue was not taken in
anticipation of disruption
from unruly fans at the
Bahalgarh complex.

Recently a few referees
had requested the Wrestling
Federation of India (WFI) to
change the venue for Friday’s
trials since they feared for
their safety at the small hall
at SAI centre in Sonepat.

There is no place for fans
to sit and watch the proceed-
ings at the Bahalgarh Centre
and it usually becomes diffi-
cult to contain supporters in
case they do not agree with
the decision of the officiating
referee and judges.

“We have shifted the
venue to IG stadium in Delhi
because there is huge interest
in World Championship tri-
als. Fans, thousands in num-
ber, are expected to come and
watch. The small wrestling
hall at Bahalgarh cannot
accommodate so many fans,”

WFI Assistant Secretary
Vinod Tomar said.

Asked if the referee’s
request has forced them to
change the venue, Tomar
replied in negative.

“No no. It’s not about ref-
erees. Wherever the WFI
conducts trials, the referees
will have to report. It’s about
better management. IG stadi-
um has good seating capaci-
ty and trials can be conduct-
ed smoothly there,” he insist-
ed.

However, history sug-
gests that even IG stadium
witnessed ugly scenes during
the 2018 Commonwealth
Games trials when support-
ers of star grappler Sushil
Kumar and Praveen Rana
exchanged blows.

The men’s trials will
begin at 8am on Friday and
it has been decided to hold
trials for only six Olympic
weight categories — 57kg, 65
kg, 74 kg, 86 kg, 97kg and 125
kg.

Two-time Olympic
medallist Sushil Kumar, who
competes in 74kg, has sent
his entry for the trials.

The trials four other cat-
egories which are part of the
World Championship will be
conducted later. The trials for
women are scheduled to be
held on Sunday in Lucknow.
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Sri Lanka will start looking to
replace key wicket-taker and
former skipper Lasith Malinga

when the shaggy-haired fast bowler
calls it quits after the first one-day
international against Bangladesh on
Friday.

Both teams go into the three-
game series nursing a World Cup
hangover, with Sri Lanka facing an
especially tough rebuilding task with
the loss of the instantly recognisable
Malinga.

The blond-highlighted bowler
with the distinctive sling action
proved his enduring worth when he
tormented England during the World
Cup, taking four for 43 as Sri Lanka
stunned the eventual champions in
the group stage.

Malinga, 35, is Sri Lanka’s third-
highest ODI wicket-taker with 335
wickets from 225 matches, behind
only Chaminda Vaas (399) and
Muttiah Muralitharan (523). Malinga
needs three wickets to overhaul Anil
Kumble’s 337 for ninth place on the
international list.

Sri  Lanka captain Dimuth
Karunaratne said finding a replace-
ment for Malinga, who is retiring
from one-day internationals, is just
one of many challenges ahead follow-
ing a disappointing World Cup.

“I think if you take the World
Cup, we did fairly good. In patches we
did really well and sometimes we did-
n’t do very well,” he said.

“We know we need to find a wick-
et-taking bowler because Lasith
Malinga is not available after this
series.

“We need to find the bowlers who
can take wickets in the middle part
and the early overs. Those are the
areas. I need some good youngsters,
we need to groom some youngsters
for the next World Cup,” he said.

However, Sri Lanka’s problems
don’t end there, as coach Chandika
Hathurusingha and his assistants
will be shown the door after the
Bangladesh series because of their
sixth-place finish in England.

Bangladesh, who finished eighth
of the 10 teams, are also entering a
new era after they sacked coach
Steve Rhodes following the World
Cup.

The visitors are also without key
players, including skipper Mashrafe
Mortaza and inspirational vice-cap-
tain Shakib Al Hasan.

Mashrafe has a hamstring injury
while Shakib, who scored 606 runs
and claimed 11 wickets in the World
Cup, is being rested.

Opening batsman Tamim Iqbal,
interim captain for the series, said
Bangladesh’s younger players will get
a chance to impress.

“I thought we had a pretty decent
World Cup. There were a few games
that we should have won. We, the
cricketers also felt that we could have
done more,” said Tamim.

“I think that whoever plays the
first one-day match they need to cash
in on the opportunity,” he added.

Bangladesh are the first foreign
sports team to visit Sri Lanka since
the Easter Sunday suicide attacks this
year, which killed more than 250 peo-
ple.

The team were given security
usually reserved for visiting state dig-
nitaries, with extra forces at their
hotel and armed guards for their bus.

“I think the security has been fan-
tastic. All the facilities they have given
to us have been top notch,” said
Tamim. 
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Nominated for New
Zealander of the Year

award, England’s World Cup
hero Ben Stokes has gracious-
ly turned it down, saying
Black Caps skipper Kane
Williamson is the “worthy
recipient” of the accolade.

The 28-year-old Stokes
was born in New Zealand’s
Christchurch but moved to
England aged 12, going on to
establish himself in the
England setup.

The all-rounder was
named Man of the Match
after he broke Kiwi hearts
with his gallant show in the
epic World Cup final recent-
ly.

“I am flattered to be
nominated for New
Zealander of the Year,” he
posted on his social media
accounts.

“I am proud of my New
Zealand and Maori heritage
but it would not sit right with
me to be nominated for this
prestigious award. There are
people who deserve this
recognition more and have
done a lot more for the coun-
try of New Zealand.”

Stokes amassed 465 runs
and took seven wickets in the

World Cup as England edged
out New Zealand in a thriller,
decided by boundary count,
at Lord’s on July 14 to clinch
their maiden title.

“I have helped England
lift a World Cup and my life
is firmly established in the
UK — it has been since I was
12-years old,” he said.

“I feel the whole country
should align their support to
New Zealand captain Kane
Williamson. He should be
revered as a kiwi legend. He
led his team in this World
Cup with distinction and
honour.

“He was the player of the
tournament and an inspira-
tional leader of men.  He
shows humility and empathy
to every situation and is an
all-round good bloke.  He
typifies what it is to be a New
Zealander. He would be a
worthy recipient of this acco-
lade.  New Zealand, fully sup-
port him.  He deserves it and
gets my vote,” Stokes conclud-
ed.

In the final, Stokes
smashed 84 runs to help
England level the scores at
241 and take the match to the
Super Over. Along with Jos
Buttler, Stokes then plun-
dered 15 runs in six balls. 
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Veteran Sri Lankan pace bowler
Lasith Malinga on Tuesday con-

firmed he will retire from one-day
international cricket after the first
match against Bangladesh but hopes
to play T20 cricket.

Malinga invited fans to his
farewell ODI at the R Premadasa
Stadium in Colombo on Friday and
said the cricket board agreed to his
request to retire from the 50-over for-
mat of the game.

Posting a video message to his
fans on his wife’s Facebook page,
Malinga said he felt no ill will
towards officials and players who
may have tried to push him out of the
team.

The 35-year-old said he was
sidelined by selectors two years ago
but was able to prove his value to the

national team at the recent World
Cup.

“Friday will be the last day you
will see me playing a ODI match,”
Malinga said. “If you can, please
come for the match.” During practice
on  Tuesday ahead of the first ODI
against Bangladesh, Malinga said he
hoped to play T20 cricket and had his
sights on the 2020 World Cup in
Australia.

“I hope to be able to take Sri
Lanka to the next T20 World Cup,”
he said.

“I hope I will have an opportu-
nity to play in that tournament, but
if there are better players than me, I
don’t mind being left out.” Malinga’s
retirement was first announced by
skipper Dimuth Karunaratne, who on
Monday told reporters the right-arm
fast bowler indicated Friday's match
would be his last ODI appearance.
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Gareth Bale will not be
leaving Real Madrid on

loan during the transfer
window despite falling out of
favour under Zinedine
Zidane, his agent said on
Tuesday.

The Real boss said at the
weekend the La Liga giants
were poised to offload the
30-year-old Wales star.

But his representative,
Jonathan Barnett, told Sky
Sports News any deal would
have to be a permanent one.

“There will be no

makeshift deals to get him
out of the club,” said Barnett.

“Gareth is one of the
best players on the planet. I
can guarantee you he will
not be going on loan to any
club.”

“Gareth is a Real Madrid
player and for now he’s stay-
ing as a Real Madrid player,”
said Barnett.

“If something comes
along that suits us, then
things could change and he
could be gone in a day or a
week. Or he could still be a
Real player in three years,
when his contract ends.”
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